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PREFATORY NOTE. 

THE GOLD COAST COLONY with Ashanti, the Northern 
Territories and Togoland under British Mandate is situated 
on the Gulf of Guinea between 3 0 7 ' W- long, and i° 14 ' E. 
long., and is bounded on the west by the French colony of 
the Ivory Coast, on the east by Togoland under French 

Mandate, on the north by the French Soudan and on the south by the 
sea. 

The area of the Colony is 23,937 square miles, of Ashanti, 
24,379, °* the Northern Territories, 30,486 and of Togoland under 
British Mandate, 13,041. 

The Colony is inhabited by a large number of native tribes, 
whose customs and forms of government are of a more or less similar 
character. Each tribe has its own head chief and every town or 
village of the tribe a chief or headman. 

The head chief and chiefs form the council of the tribe, and 
assist in dealing with matters affecting its general welfare. The 
succession to the chiefs' stools is for the most part hereditary by the 
female side, the heir to the stool being the son of the occupant's 
eldest sister, or, failing male offspring by his sisters, his brothers 
according to seniority and back from them to the male offspring 
of his aunts on the father's side. 

The principal sea coast tribes are the following:—Nzima r 

Ahanta, Shama, Komenda, Elmina, Cape Coast, Fanti, Winneba, 
Assin Gomoa, Ga, Adangbe, Awuna, Agbosome and Aflao. 

In the interior of the Colony the principal tribes are Aowin,. 
upper and lower Wasaw, Sefwi, upper and lower Denkera, Twifu, 
Assin, Essikuma, Adjumako, Akim Abuakwa and Akim Kotoku, 
Kwahu, Akwapim, Eastern and Western Krobo, Akwamu, Krepi, 
Shai and Ningo. 

A number of different languages and dialects are spoken, the* 
principal being Twi, Fanti, Awuna and Ga; but the use of English 
is widespread. 

For the purposes of administration the Colony is divided into 
three provinces, each presided over by a Provincial Commissioner. 
These Provinces are further divided into districts presided over by 
District Commissioners. Most of these officers perform judicial duties. 
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as magistrates in addition to being in administrative charge of their 
districts. The districts are as follows : — 

1. Western Province :—Districts—Axim, Ankobra, Tarkwa, 
Sekondi-Dixcove, Sefwi and Aowin. 

2. Central Province :—Districts—Cape Coast, Saltpond, 
Winneba and Western Akim. 

3. Eastern Province :—Districts—Accra, New Juaben, 
Akwapim, Volta River, Keta-Ada, Birim (Akim Abuakwa), 
Birim (Kwahu) and Ho (Togoland). 

It is said that as early as the reign of Edward I. (1272-1307) 
English navigators made voyages to the Gold Coast, and that a 
hundred years later French adventurers reached the coast, who, 
about 1364, built several lodges or forts, one being at Elmina, parts 
of which are supposed to have been subsequently incorporated in 
the present castle there. No definite evidence, however, exists to 
support these claims, although it is quite possible they are both 
correct; indeed, the natives until quite recently used to point out 
a hill near Takoradi as the site of a French fort built there many 
years ago. For our earliest knowledge of the Gold Coast we are 
indebted to the Portuguese navigators of the later years of the 14th 
and first part of the 15th centuries- They had been slowly 
extending their voyages down the West Coast of Africa, and it is 
recorded that in 1471 juan de Santerem and Pedro d'Escobar 
traded for gold in the neighbourhood of Elmina and Shama. They 
made the first European settlement eleven years later, when an 
expedition under Diego d'Azumbuja built and garrisoned the fort 
San Jorge da Mina (Elmina), the materials for which he brought with 
him from Portugal. Several other settlements were founded, and the 
country was claimed for the King of Portugal by virtue of a Papal 
Bull granted in 1430, which gave to Portugal all the islands already 
discovered and all future discoveries in Guinea. This Bull was 
confirmed a few years after the foundation of Elmina by Pope Sextus 
IV. The Portuguese remained in undisputed possession for over 
fifty years until British merchant adventurers commenced trading 
on the coast, the earliest voyages of which records remain being 
those of Thomas Windham and Antoni Anes Pinteado in 1553, John 
Lok in 1554, and William Towrson in 1555, 1556 and 1558. The 
British made no settlements at this time and tneir trade soon lapsed 
altogether until the early years of the 17th century. The Dutch, how
ever, who made their first appearance on the coast in 1595, rapidly 
became serious rivals of the Portuguese and practically terminated 
the latter's occupation by capturing Elmina in 1637 a n ^ Fort St. 
Anthony at Axim in 1642. After the activities of the Elizabethan 
sailors and merchant companies had come to an end, the English 
connexion with the Gold Coast was by the efforts of a series of 
merchant companies, the first of which, called the " Company of 
Adventurers of London trading into Africa " was founded in 1618, but 
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did not enjoy a successful career. Another company was formed in 
1631, which established the first British fort on the coast at Korman-
tin, and lodges at several other places. This company was engaged in 
the slave trade, as were also the other European nations. Its charter 
was renewed in 1651 , but in 1661 a new company was incorporated 
as the 1 1 Company of Royal Adventurers of England trading to 
Africa.' 1 Settlements were formed at Anamabu, Accra, and at 
Cabo Corso (Cape Coast), at which place the castle was built about 
this time by the English, although the Portuguese probably had 
a lodge there earlier. Three other European nations succeeded in 
acquiring territories in the Gold Coast, viz., the Swedes, the 
Brandenburghers, and the Danes. The first-mentioned built the fort 
of Christiansborg, near Accra, about 1645, but were driven out by 
the Danes in 1657, and retired from the Coast. The Branden
burghers, established " Fort Great Fredericksburg " at Prince's 
River in 1682 and " Fort Dorothea " at Akwida in 1682, but their 
enterprise does not seem to have been prosecuted with much vigour 
and was finally abandoned in 1720, their possessions falling into the 
hands of the Dutch. The Danes, however, after first selling the fort 
at Christiansborg to the Portuguese and, re-buying it three years 
later, rapidly improved their position, building forts at several 
stations to the east of Accra, as far as Ada and Keta, and exercising 
a kind of Protectorate over Akwapim and the Volta River district. 

The third English Company was not successful. The Dutch 
traders spared no efforts to get rid of their rivals, and in consequence 
of their aggression an expedition was sent by Charles II in 1664 
under the command of Captain Holmes, which recaptured Cape 
Coast, taken the previous year by the Dutch, and all the other Dutch 
forts, with the exception of Elmina and possibly Axim. In the 
following year, however, the Dutch Commander de Ruyter recap
tured all the lost Dutch forts, with the exception of Cape Coast; 
and the Treaty of Breda, 1667, left affairs in the Gold Coast in this 
condition. The fourth English Company was incorporated in the 
year 1672 under the name of the " Royal African Company of 
England." Under its influence English interests steadily advanced 
and forts were established at Dixcove, Sekondi, Komenda, Anamabu, 
Tantum, Winneba and Accra. The abolition of the exclusive 
privileges which the Royal African Company enjoyed led to its 
decline and eventual dissolution in 1752. By the Acts of Parliament 
23 George II., c. 3 1 , and 25 George II., c. 40, a fifth trading 
Corporation called the " African Company of Merchants " was 
formed, the membership of which was open to all British traders on 
payment of a fee of 40s., compensation being paid for its charter 
and property to the Royal African Company. An annual subsidy was 
granted by Parliament to the newly-formed Company until 1821, 
when by the Act 1 and 2 George IV., c. 28, the Company was 
dissolved and its possessions vested in the Crown, and placed under 
the Government of the West African Settlements, the seat of 
government being at Sierra Leone. 
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In 1824 the Governor of Sierra Leone, Sir Charles Macarthy, on 
visiting Cape Coast Castle found the neighbouring country of the 
Fantis in possession of the Ashantis. He formed the resolution of 
inciting the Fantis against their oppressors and led an army of them 
with a few disciplined soldiers against the Ashantis at Insamankow 
where, on the 24th January, 1824, he was killed and his force totally 
routed. The war which ensued was ended by the victory of the 
English at Dodowa, near Accra, in 1826. Peace was formally 
concluded by a tripartite Treaty in 1831, between the English, the 
Fantis, and the Ashantis. 

In the meantime, His Majesty's Government had inclined to the 
policy of retiring from the Coast altogether, and after the peace they 
actually transferred the government of the forts to the local and 
London merchants interested, who secured as their Governor, Mr. 
George Maclean, a man of marked energy and capacity. This 
gentleman, with a force of no more than 100 men at his command, 
and with a Government subsidy of only £4,400 a year, contrived to 
extend and maintain the influence of his Government over the whole 
tract of country now known as the Gold Coast. In 1843, ^ having 
been suspected that the Merchant Government connived at the slave 
trade, the control of the forts was resumed by the Crown, and a 
Lieutenant-Governor was appointed. Mr. Maclean was continued 
in the direction of native affairs under the title of Judicial Assessor 
to the Native Chiefs, which post he held until his death in 1847. 

Hitherto the forts of the various nations were intermixed with 
each other, and there was no defined limit as to where the influence 
of one or the other began or ended. The imposition of Customs 
duties was rendered difficult, if not impossible, by the existence of 
the free ports of a rival nation within a stone's throw, as it were, of 
the duty ports. On the 24th January, 1850, by Letters Patent, 
the Settlements on the Gold Coast ceased to be dependencies of 
Sierra Leone, and in the same year, by the purchase of the forts and 
protectorate of the Danes, the coast line from Christiansborg to Keta 
and the districts of Shai, Eastern and Western Krobo, Akwapim, 
Akwamu and Krepi were acquired by England. By a Commission 
dated the 19th February, 1866, the Gold Coast Settlements were 
reunited to the Colony of Sierra Leone under one Governor-in-Chief. 
In 1867, a convention was made with the Dutch by which the portion 
of the Coast lying to the west of the Sweet River, which flows into 
the sea between Cape Coast and Elmina, was alloted to Holland, 
England taking all the territory to the east of the river, and a customs 
union between the two nations was established. The Dutch, 
however, found many difficulties in the way of their occupation of the 
forts and possessions received from the English in exchange for 
those of their own lying to the east of the boundary line. The 
native tribes refused to recognise their authority, and the prospect 
before them was that of a long series of petty wars with no reason
able hope of profit to be gained in the future. The result was the 
convention made between England and Holland in 1871, by which 
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the Dutch transferred all their forts and possessions on the Coast to 
the English and Great Britain obtained at last the sole sovereignty 
and control of the territory from Half-Assini to Aflao. The forts 
were transferred on the 6th of April, 1872. The present extent and 
limits of the colony are defined by the Order in Council of 1906. 

At the conclusion of peace in 1874, measures were taken to 
place the government of the Gold Coast upon a footing of efficiency 
and security. 

A new charter was issued, dated the 24th of July, 1874, separat
ing the settlements of the Gold Coast and Lagos from the govern
ment of the West African Settlements, and erecting them into one 
colony under the style of the Gold Coast Colony under a Governor-
in-Chief with an Administrator at Lagos. There was one Executive 
Council and one nominated Legislative Council for the two settle
ments and one Supreme Court- The charter of 1874 was superseded 
by Letters Patent dated the 23rd of January, 1883, and the 13th 
January, 1886, respectively. By the latter instrument Lagos was 
separated from the Gold Coast and formed into a distinct colony. 
Provision was made for an Executive and Legislative Council, the 
members of both being nominated by the Crown. Four unofficial 
members were appointed to the Legislative Council. 

By Royal Instructions dated 20th September, 1916, under 
Letters Patent of the same date, all previous Instructions were 
revoked and the Executive and Legislative Councils were re-consti
tuted. The Executive Council was constituted by the Colonial 
Secretary, the Attorney-General, the Treasurer, the Director of 
Medical and Sanitary Services and the Secretary for Native Affairs 
with the Governor as President. The Legislative Council was 
constituted by the members of the Executive Council and, in addition, 
the Comptroller of Customs, the Director of Public Works, the 
General Manager of the Railway, and the Commissioners of the 
Eastern, Central and Western Provinces, as ex-officio members, and 
such unofficial members as might be appointed by the Crown. By an 
Order in Council dated 8th April, 1925, Letters Patent and Royal 
Instructions dated 23rd May, 1925, the Legislative Council was 
re-constituted. It is now composed of the Governor, fifteen Official 
members and fourteen Unofficial members. The newly-constituted 
Legislative Council for the first time contained an elective element; 
provision having been made for the election of six Head Chiefs as 
Provincial members of the Council, three municipal members to 
represent the towns of Accra, Cape Coast and Sekondi respectively, 
a mercantile member and a mining member. 

The currency in use consists of British Bank and Treasury notes 
and coins, all of which are legal tender as well as West African 
Currency Notes (value £1 and 10s.) and Coin (value 2s., is . , 6d., 
3d., id., £d., and ^ d . ) The English system of weights and 
measures is followed, 





NOTE. 

In the following report the figures in paragraph 1 of Chapter I, 
paragraphs 43-69 of Chapter IV and paragraph 78 of Chapter V 
refer to the Calendar Year 1930. All other statistics are in respect 
of the Financial Year 1st April, 1930, to 31st March, 1931. 





CHAPTER I .-—GENERAL. 

1. During the year 1930 the total value of external trade amounted 
to £20,241,158 as compared with £22,760,097 in 1929 and 
£26,024,920 in 1928, the value of all imports for the year being 
£ 1 , 1 2 8 , 6 1 1 or 1 1 . 1 6 per cent less than the value of imports for 1929, 
while the value of exports was £1,390,328 or 11 per cent less than 
the value of exports for the preceding year. This decline is 
attributable in general to the world wide trade depression and in 
particular to the abnormally low price of cacao which seriously 
affected the purchasing power of the people. In February, 1931 the 
f.o.b. value of cacao dropped to below £20 per ton as compared with 
£50 per ton in 1928. 

2. In October, 1930 when the principal marketing season began 
the average f.o.b. value of cacao was £33 per ton and was falling 
rapidly. 

Principally with the object of forcing the price of cacao to a 
higher level a number of influential persons interested in the crop 
formed the " G o l d Coast and Ashanti Cocoa Federation " with the 
ostensible purpose of protecting the interests of the farmers. On 
23rd October, as the result of instructions issued by the Federation, 
farmers in the Colony began to hold back their crops from sale and 
from that date until 6th January practically no cacao grown in the 
Colony was marketed. During this period the decline in the price 
of cacao f.o.b. Accra was arrested but quotations failed to improve 
upon the low level which they had reached at the beginning of the 
season. Ashanti cacao continued to sell freely and naturally benefited 
by the arrest in price. 

As soon as the Federation's Executive withdrew their embargo 
and the large stocks of cacao in the Colony were offered for sale the 
price declined sharply. Nevertheless the whole of the main crop for 
the year 1930 /31 , which in quality and quantity was well up to the 
average of previous years, was disposed of, though much of it on a 
falling market. 

3. With a view to stimulating the consumption of cacao the 
Government proposed to associate the Colony with an advertising 
scheme in collaboration with other cacao-producing Colonies and 
manufacturers. The proposal, however, did hot receive sufficient 
support from either growers or merchants to justify Government 
proceeding further with the matter. 
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4. The rates of import duty on the following articles were 
increased with effect from the 19th June, 1930 :— 

From 5s. to 7s . 6d. per 100. 
From is . to is . 6d. per lb. 
From is. to is . 6d. per imperial 

gallon. 
From as. to 2s. 6d. per gross of 

boxes. 
From £1 7s. 6d. to £1 13s. 6d, 

per imperial gallon. 
From 10s. to £1 15s . per imperial 

gallon. 
Tobacco, Unmanufactured From is. 6d. to 2s. per lb. 

Manufactured :— 
... From 5s. to 8s. per 100. 
. . . Not exceeding 3 lbs net per 1,000. 

from is . 6d. to 2s. per 100. 
Exceeding 3 lbs net per 1,000, 

from 6s. to 8s. per 100. 

Cartridges, loaded 
Gunpowder 
Beer, Ale, Stout and Porter 

Matches 

Potable Spirits ... 

Perfumed Spirits 

Cigars 
Cigarettes 

Wine-

Other manufac
tured tobacco 
and snuff ... 

Sparkling 
Still ... ... 

Ad valorem rate of duty 

From 2s. to 4s. per lb. 
From 4s. to 8s. per imperial gallon. 
From 2S. to. 5s. per imperial gallon. 
From 10 per cent to 12^ per cent. 

Notwithstanding the substantial increases in the raters of import 
duty levied on these articles the revenue derived from Customs 
duties was considerably less than that for the previous year. Without 
the increased duties, however, the revenue might have suffered still 
more seriously. The fall was due to reductions both in the quantities 
and values of imported articles, Gin and Geneva alone being 
responsible for a decrease of £304,533 as compared with the previous 
year. In accordance with a recommendation of the Liquor Commission 
of 1929 legislation was passed requiring annually the reduction by 
10 per cent of the importable maximum of gin and geneva. 

5. Apart from the continuation of the protracted dispute between 
the Omanhene of Akim Abuakwa and his subordinate Chief, the 
Ohene of Asamangkese, which it was hoped had been brought to an 
end by its submission to the arbitration of a Judge of the Supreme 
Court, and a serious affray between the two companies of Apam 
which resulted in forty-five deaths, native affairs have been satis
factory. Mention here may be made of a disturbance on the property 
of theAriston Gold Mines, Prestea, during the course of which eight 
people were wounded. An official enquiry was held and the 
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Company, accepting moral responsibility for the action of certain of 
its employees, paid adequate compensation to the injured persons. 

6. During the year the Provincial Councils have provided further 
evidence of their great value in the consideration of administrative 
problems which demand for their correct solution an intimate 
knowledge of local history and customary law as well as of the 
idiosyncracies of the people directly interested in them. One of their 
achievements will be sufficient to indicate their usefulness to) Govern
ment. In one of the States in the Eastern Province a dispute with 
regard to the right of succession to the paramount stool had been the 
cause of dissension between the Divisional Chiefs, some supporting 
one section of the Stool Family and some the other, for over 
twenty-three years. The Governor decided to submit the matter to 
inquiry by the Provincial Council. After a long hearing, the 
Provincial Council submitted a finding which, being accepted by the 
Governor, has had the effect of reuniting the Chiefs and establishing 
peace in the State. 

Their advice on contemplated legislative measures has proved 
no less valuable. 

7. In the last annual report reference was made to the proposed 
institution of Stool Treasuries which it is hoped will pre* ide funds to 
meet the cost of parochial services and thus relieve the Central 
Government of an appreciable portion of the financial burden. During 
the year this idea made great progress in popular estimation with 
the result that the time has arrived for a step forward and a Bill 
is being prepared to amend the Native Administration Ordinance 
so as to enable the States, which sa desire, to pass bye-laws for the 
establishment of Stool Treasuries : it is anticipated that the Native 
Authorities in all the properly organized States will avail themselves 
of this power. 

8. Ashanti has had a troubled year, many matters of dispute 
arising, mainly in respect of stool occupancy. Most of these, 
however, were partially if not finally determined. The majority of 
the disputants appealed to the Chief Commissioner for a settlement, 
and if the refusal of the administration to intervene has convinced the 
people that the settlement of internal affairs must come from within 
the division and not from Government, then the dissensions of the 
past months will have been a blessing in disguise and the year will 
have marked a distinct advance in the policy of government of the 
people by and in accordance with their own law and traditions. 

Stool Treasuries are making slow progress. There is room for 
considerable improvement in the keeping of accounts and, with a few 
noteworthy exceptions, the essential matter of connecting expenditure 
with revenue is as yet but little understood. 

9. In the Northern Territories, following the principle of 
developing native institutions to take a more active part in the 
administration of the country, Political Officers have continued their 

Al 
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efforts to prepare the Chiefs and Councillors for the gradual 
introduction of Indirect Rule and the increased responsibility which 
they will acquire on the introduction of a Native Administration 
Ordinance. In the Southern Province two conferences were held to 
inquire into the constitutions, laws of succession and composition of 
the various tribunals of the two states of Gonja (Gbanya) and 
Dagomba (Dagbon) with most satisfactory results. In addition to 
the two Native Treasuries instituted last year, six others were formed 
during the year under review. Although the revenue of these 
Treasuries is at present small they may be looked upon as the 
foundation stone of the policy of Indirect Rule. 

In the Northern Province, in addition to the comparatively large 
Mamprussi State, there are a collection of organizations which do 
not owe allegiance to any paramount native authority. It has been 
found that some of these organizations have been divided for admini
strative purposes between two Districts thereby rendering the 
collation of information more difficult. A considerable amount of 
information has, however been collected and with an adjustment of 
District Boundaries the task of reorganizing the tribes should not 
present any serious difficulties. 

io. The Government of the Gold Coast was administered by the 
Governor, Sir Alexander Ransford Slater, K.CM.G,, C.B.E. from the 
ist to the 16th April, 1930, when he departed for England Dn leave 
of absence, and on his return from the 3rd November, 1930 to the 
30th January, 1931, when he proceeded to South Africa on health 
leave after an attack of blackwater fever. From the 17th April, 
1930, to the 22nd September, 1930 the Deputy Colonial Secretary, 
Mr. G. C. du Boulay, C.B.E., administered the Government. From 
the 23rd September, 1930 to the 2nd November, 1930 and from the 
30th January, 1931 to the end of the year the Government was 
administered by the Colonial Secretary, Mr. G. A. S. Northcote, 
CM.G. 
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CHAPTER II.—FINANCE. 

Note.—The financial year is from the 1st April to 31st March, 

1 1 . The net revenue and expenditure of the Colony for the past 
five years was :— 

Revenue. Expenditure. 
£ £ 

1926-27 31787.507 3>75o>347 
i 9 2 7 - 2 8 4 ,121,523 3,618,831 
1928-29 3.562,715 4.278,481 
1929-30 3.337.578 3.872,275 
1930-31 2,599,218 (a) 3.672,245 {a) 

Excluded from these figures are the sums credited to the Reserve 
Fund in respect of transfers from surplus balances and interest on 
reserve fund investments and also a payment from Reserve Fund in 
1928-29 of £305,000 in settlement of a claim under the Enemy 
Property Ordinances. 

(a) Excluded from the revenue figure for 1930-31 is a sum of 
£828,435 recovered from loan funds in respect of amounts 
advanced in the year and previous years from revenue 
for Loan Works. The revenue and expenditure include 
Colonial Development Fund Grants and Loans and 
expenditure thereunder of £17 ,163 and £44,143 
respectively. 

12. Of the 1930-31 Revenue, Customs Revenue accounts for 
£ 1 , 7 3 5 , 1 9 8 ; Licences and other Internal Revenue amounted to 
£224,047. Fees of Court or Office amounted to £235,894. 

Other revenue amounted to £404,079 of which the Colony's 
share of income from the West African Currency Board Investments 
accounts for £ 1 5 1 , 2 1 6 . 

13 . The expenditure for 1930-31 (excluding Reserve Fund 
Interest) may be summarised as follows : — 

. Recurrent Expenditure £2,872,385 
Extraordinary Expenditure :— 

Public Works Department £548,625 
Posts and Telegraphs 3 2 , 758 
Other 16,319 

597,702 
Railway Capital Works ... 118,693 
Takoradi Capital Works ... 16,358 

732,753 
Expenditure on Loan Works 22,694 
Colonial Development Fund 44>4*3 

. 799,86o 

£3,672,245 
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14. The gross Revenue for 1930-31 (including Interest on Reserve 
Fund Investments and advances recovered from loan funds) was 
^3»499i4 I 8 and the gross expenditure (including Loan Works and 
Interest on Reserve Fund was £3,744,010. 

15. Owing to the prevailing trade depression and consequential 
diminution in the Import Trade the working of the Railway showed 
a loss of £120,013. The loss on Takoradi Harbour was £30,072 
as compared with a loss on the previous year's working of £70,272. 

16. The expenditure on Personal Emoluments for 1930-31 
amounted to £1,271,302—(£86,739 less than the estimate). 

17 . The year opened with an excess of Assets over Liabilities 
(excluding Reserve Fund) of £1,037,406 and closed with an excess of 
Assets over Liabilities of £792,814, a decrease of £244,592. 

18. The Reserves of the Colony amount to £2,652,377 as 
compared with the 1929-30 total of £2,791,905 as under :— 

1930-31. 1929-30-
Excess of Assets over Liabilities £792,814 £1,037,406 
Public Officers' Guarantee 

Fund—surplus assets . . . 7,698 7,572 

800,512 1,044,978 

Investments only at 31st 
March :— 

Reserve Fund 1,300,334 1,310,609 
Railway Renewals Fund ... 343»276 274,655 
Supplementary (Sinking 

Fund) Reserve—not 
included in the Statement 
of Assets and Liabilities 208,255 160,853 

£2,652,377 £2,791,095 

19. The Public Debt of the Colony on 1st April, 1930 was 
£11,791 ,000 . In March, 1931 , however, a loan of £1,170,000 
bearing interest at 4J per cent was successfully raised for the purpose 
of completing Takoradi Harbour, the Kumasi Water Works, Accra 
Water Works extension and the Supreme Court. As the issue of this 
loan was not completed until June, 1931, the amount thereof is 
excluded from the Public Debt Account as at 31st March, 1931. The 
Sinking Funds for redemption of the Public Debt amount to 
£1,680,050, included in that amount, however, is a sum of £213 ,574 in 
respect of which the market value of investments is £208,255 (see 
paragraph 18 above); actually, therefore, the true Sinking Fund is 
£1,466,476 as the sum of £213 ,574 is, in effect, supplementary to the 
ordinary Reserve Fund. In accordance with usual practice these 
amounts and the investments in respect of the Sinking Funds are 
excluded from the Balance Sheet of the Colony. 
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CHAPTER III.—PRODUCTION. 

Agriculture. 
CACAO. 

20. The total exports from all ports and to Togoland under French 
Mandate showed a decrease on the preceding year of 47,487 tons or 
20 per cent. The crop was normal for the period and the decrease 
in shipments was due to attempts to improve prices by limiting 
Supplies. 

The percentage of exports contributed by the three Provinces 
for the past three years is tabulated below :— 

1938. F 1929. 1930, 
Eastern Province . . . 41 .7 4 3 4 43.6 
Central Province . . . 21 .9 19.2 19.8 
Western Province . . . 36.4 37-4 36.6 

(includes Ashanti). 
This shows the percentage to have remained more or less 

constant, and the decrease in export tonnage was distributed evenly 
over the country. 

KOLA. 

21 . Maritime exports of fresh nuts show an increase of 1,609,1,09 
lbs. as compared with the previous year, but the total is well below 
the mean of the previous four years. A survey of the industry, 
completed during the year, shows that overland traffic to the north is 
increasing. There was no appreciable change in the export of dried 
nuts to Europe. 

OIL PALM PRODUCTS. 

22. Shipments of oil show a decrease of 165 tons, whilst kernels 
show a further decline of 1,023 * o n s -

COPRA. 

23. In common with all other products, the value of copra has 
fallen steadily throughout the year. The total exports were 917 tons, 
a decrease of 319 tons as compared with 1929. 

RUBBER. 

24. Production has fallen off appreciably owing to low values and 
the costliness of labour. The total exports show a decrease of 109,190 
lbs. 80 per cent of the total exported was shipped from the 
Western Province. 

COTTON. 

25. Maritime exports of lint showed a further decrease of 119 lbs. 
whereas exports across the Eastern Frontier were 52,970 lbs. greater 
than during the previous year. The latter figure is for seed-cotton, 
not lint, and the increase coincides with a decrease in other products. 
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FOOD CROPS. 

26. Throughout the country general supplies were just equal to 
demands. Prices were rather higher in some localities owing to a 
shortage of cereals, due to locusts attacking the young crops. Some 
foodstuffs were imported in anticipation of local crops failing in the 
north, but fortunately it was possible to control the hoppers and a 
famine was thus avoided. 

HIDES AND SKINS (ALL KINDS). 

27. This commodity showed a marked increase, being 15.2 per 
cent higher than in 1929. The total exports amounted to 554,941 lbs. 

SISAL HEMP. 

28. Production was again limited to the output from the Govern
ment Plantation at Accra. Exports amounted to 287 tons, an increase 
of 105 tons over the previous year. This item will not feature in 
future reports as the Plantation was closed in 1930.* 

Animal Health. 

29. Tamale in the Northern Territories is the headquarters of the 
Department of Animal Health which consists of a Principal Veterinary 
Officer, a Veterinary Pathologist, five Veterinary Officers, an Inspec
tor of Livestock and nine African Veterinary Assistants. Headquarters 
is to be removed to the new Pong-Tamale Veterinary Station in 
1931-32. 

30. There is a Veterinary School at Tamale for the instruction of 
African students of whom at present there are 13 under training. 

3 1 . During the year a laboratory has been built at Pong-Tamale, 
20 miles north of Tamale for the purpose of production of anti-rin
derpest serum, other sera and vaccines, and research. 

32. The following is a rough census of the livestock of the 
country :— 

Cattle. 
Sheep 
and 

Goats. 
Horses. Donkeys. Pigs. 

Colony 40,000 220,000 200 100 60,000 
Ashanti 1,500 10,000 400 500 20,000 
Northern 

Territories ... 96,000 454,200 3,740 16,430 6,8l0 

ANIMAL DISEASES. 

33. Anthrax.—Sporadic outbreaks occurred throughout the 
country. The incidence of this disease is not tending to increase. 
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Cattle Plague (Rinderpest).—This year a systematised campaign 
of active immunisation was launched against this disease. Just 
over 31,000 head of cattle have been rendered permanently immune. 
Exotic laboratory serum and field serum manufactured at the 
immunisation camps was used. The scheme was handicapped by the 
difficulty in securing the appointment of a suitable pathologist, who 
did not arrive in the country until nearly the end of the year under 
review. At present these immune cattle form barriers to the intro
duction of rinderpest as the areas dealt with were those close to the 
Northern Frontier where rinderpest usually breaks out initially. Next 
year serum manufactured at the new laboratory will be available in 
quantity and within the next few years cattle plague will, it is hoped, 
be completely under control. Until this consummation, all stock 
improvement work is of little value. 

Contagious Bovine Plearo-Pneumonia.—This disease is endemic 
in this country and rarely becomes epizootic. It is controlled by 
slaughter of sick and immediate in-contact animals. Two serious 
outbreaks occurred involving the death of several hundred cattle were 
fortunately localised and brought to an end by veterinary police 
methods. 

Rabies.—Several suspected cases occurred throughout the 
country. 

Trypanosomiasis.—Clinical cases are practically never seen in 
the local small West African Shorthorn cattle which are very highly 
resistant and are seldom seen in the humped Zebus which are all im
ported for slaughter and have a sufficient resistance to inhibit clinical 
symptoms for their comparatively short period of residence. Imported 
Zebus are susceptible if kept permanently in fly areas. Many cases 
were seen in horses which are highly susceptible. Successful 
treatment in many cases especially T . vivax infections, was effected 
by intravenous injections of tartar emetic and also by Antimosan, a 
Bayer product, a non-toxic antimony salt. 

High casualties occur annually in sheep and goats from caseous 
lymphadenitis (pseudo-tuberculosis) and from parasitic helminths. 

LIVESTOCK IMPROVEMENTS. 

34. Castrations of scrub animals.—Several thousand scrub cattle 
as well as sheep, goats and pigs were sterilised. 

Zebu (humped) bulls and half bred Zebu bulls were issued during 
the year. The attempted grade-up of the local cattle by heavy 
English bulls was a complete failure owing to the crosses being 
unable to stand local conditions and losing resistance to local 
diseases. The Zebu crosses are a distinct improvement on the local 
animal and are much more likely to be successful. 

Experiments in crossing Niger rams and local ewes have been 
successful so far. Eleven cross bred rams have been issued from 
Tamale farm. 1 
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One Middle White boar and two sows were imported during the 
year from Scotland. Eighty-seven half bred pigs were issued or 
sold for breeding. 

New Rhode Island and Buff Orpington Poultry were also 
imported. The poultry farm has been greatly extended and it is 
expected that large numbers of pure birds will be available for issue 
shortly. Over 300 birds were issued or sold. 

Nutritional and genetical experiments are being carried out. In 
co-operation with the Agricultural Department, attempts are being 
made to improve fodder. 

LIVE STOCK TRADE. 

35. The number of stock imported through the quarantine stations 
during the last three years was :— 

192S-29. 1929-30, 1930-31. 
Cattle . . . . . . . . . 51,977 51,952 50.434 
Sheep and Goats . . . 108,196 100,405 68,869 
Horses 958 1,009 9^4 
The revenue collected during the year was £17 ,859 18s. gd. 

The local livestock trade continues to increase rapidly in the 
Northern Territories and slowly in the Colony. 

HIDE AND SKIN TRADE. 

36. Efforts have been made to improve flaying and curing. Courses 
of instruction at Tamale Abattoir yielded such good results among 
Northern Territories butchers that the course was opened to Ashanti 
butchers. 

Unfortunately this was immediately followed by a slump in the 
hide and skin trade and difficulty is being experienced in preventing 
a reversion to the old inefficient methods. One of the NigerLn 
experts of the United Africa Company, Ltd. visited the country and 
his criticism and advice was of great value. 

Forestry. 
37. Forest policy in the Gold Coast is directed primarily to the 

creation and maintenance of Forest Reserves of sufficient area, 
throughout the Colony, to protect the water supply and ensure the 
maintenance of the present humid type of climate, met with in the 
high forest country, which is an essential factor in the growth of 
cacao and other crops on which the prosperity of the country largely 
depends. 

For this reason and because the natural forests of the country 
are in native ownership the Forest Department is not directly con
cerned with exploitation of the forests which is carried on entirely 
by private enterprise. 

38. The quantity of timber exported during the year has 
decreased. 
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The following table gives the quantity and value of timber 
exported during the last five years :— 

1926-27 i,59i>7<>3 £174.076 

39. It is not possible to obtain complete and reliable figures of 
the quantities of native timbers used within the Colony, as this 
industry is not controlled in any way by Government. Local timber 
is used extensively for building purposes and in the mines. 

40. During the year three Forest Reserves with an aggregate area 
of 15 square miles were constituted, bringing the total area of Forest 
under reservation up to 1,758 square miles while a further 595 square 
miles have been demarcated and await constitution. 

4 1 . During 1930 the following investigations and enquiries were 
carried out for the Gold Coast. 

Timbers*—In continuation of previous work on a series of Gold 
Coast timbers forwarded by the Forestry Department, a report was 
furnished on the mechanical and physical properties of Kotoprepre 
wood, stated to be derived from Bussea occidentalis Hutch. It was 
found to be a very heavy and hard wood offering a high resistance 
to bending, crushing, shearing and indentation. The wood was 
submitted to the Imperial Institute Advisory Committee on Timbers, 
who were of opinion that it would not be very suitable for the United 
Kingdom market as it could not be used for cabinet-making or joinery 
or for ordinary flooring purposes. It was, however, considered that 
if offered cheaply as a secondary timber an outlet might be found 
for Kotoprepre for special purposes-

A sample of wood submitted by the timber department of a 
company operating in the Gold Coast was identified as Diospyros 
mespiliformis; particulars regarding the characteristics of the wood 
and its possible uses were supplied. 

Fibrous Material.—A firm in London interested in Gold Coast 
products submitted a sample of a pale-brown, interlaced, fibrous 
material stated to represent the inner bark of a tree in the Colony. 
On microscopical examination of the ultimate fibres they were found 
to resemble closely those of Anthris toxicaria, the bark of which is 
used as cloth by the Gold Coast natives, and it seemed probable that 
the sample was derived from this species. The material would not 
yield a fibre suitable for spinning, and whilst it could probably be 
employed as a source of paper pulp it is unlikely that it could be 
remuneratively exploited for this purpose. 

Ginger.—Information was furnished to an enquirer in the Colony 
regarding the cultivation and' preparation of ginger, together with 

Cubic feet. Value. 

1927-28 
1928-29 
I9 2 9-30 
1930-31 

1,282,915 
M 3 7 . 9 * 7 
1.343,304 

923.515 

126,167 
135.640 
148,286 
101,656 

Imperial Institute. 
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a list of publications on the subject. Particulars relating to the 
trade in the product and the current market prices in the United 
Kingdom were also supplied. 

Ipecacuanha.—In connection with the commercial possibilities of 
ipecacuanha cultivation in the Gold Coast, information was furnished 
to the Department of Agriculture regarding the present position 
and prospects of the market for this product and suggestions were 
made as to where suitable planting material could be obtained. 

Pimento.—Information was furnished to the Department of 
Agriculture regarding the trend of prices and the general market 
position of pimento in the United Kingdom. 

Sericulture.—In connection with experiments in sericulture 
which it is proposed to carry out in the Gold Coast, a quantity of 
mulberry seed was supplied to a District Commissioner in the 
Northern Territories, together with a memorandum dealing with the 
cultivation of mulberry for sericultural purposes. 

At the request of the Director of Education, Accra, 
observations were furnished regarding the feasibilitty of establishing 
an Eri silk industry in the Gold Coast, and upon the present commer
cial position in the United Kingdom of Eri and other silks which are 
classed as waste silks. 

Akuamma seeds (Picralima Klaineana).—Information was 
nished to the Director of Agriculture regarding the results of 

/ als which have been made to determine the medicinal activity of 
the alkaloids isolated from these seeds. 

Other enquiries dealt with during the year had reference to oil-
palm cultivation in the Colony; cotton cultivation ; the cultivation of 
Tung oil trees; the production of cacao; the economic development 
of forest land ; and the general resources of the Colony. 

PUBLICATIONS. 

42. The following articles and notes of special interest to the Gold 
Coast were published during the year in the " Bulletin of the Imperial 
Institute " :— 

Timbers from the Gold Coast, III Denya and Samanta 
(Kotoprepre). 

Investigations of Paper-making Materials ; Sisal waste. 
The Preparation of Plantation Rubber, 
Mechanical Treatment of Palm Fruits. 
Palm Oil Mills in the Gold Coast. 
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CHAPTER IV.—TRADE AND ECONOMICS. 

(The trade particulars given in paragraphs 43-69 of this chapter are 
in respect of the Calendar year 1930). 

CUSTOMS REVENUE. 

43. The gross revenue receipts for the year, £2,140,677, were 
less by £248,532, or 10.4 per cent, than similar receipts for 1929, and 
are the lowest since the year 1922. 

44. The value of domestic products and manufactures (excluding 
bullion) in 1930 was less than that in 1929 by £2,675,706, or 
23.2 per cent. The purchasing power of the people, therefore, was 
considerably less and notwithstanding the increased import 
duties, which became effective as from the 19th June, 1930, the 
revenue derived from imported dutiable articles was less by 
£180,497. The lower prices paid for produce and the hold-up of 
cacao towards the end of the year were the main factors which 
affected the Customs Revenue. 

45. There was a decrease of £58,623 in the-revenue derived from 
articles subject to Export duties. Cacao alone accounted for a 
decrease of £55,403, and dutiable timber for £6 ,712 . There was, 
however, an increase of £3,542 in the revenue derived from the duty 
on diamonds. 

46. There was a decrease of £7 ,331 in the revenue derived from 
imported articles liable to ad valorem duty. 

47. There was a decrease of £ 1 7 3 , 1 6 6 in the revenue derived from 
imported articles liable to specific duties. The decrease under the 
sub-head Wines, Spirits and Malt Liquors was £315 ,579 . Gin and 
Geneva alone accounted for a decrease of £304,533. The increase 
under Motor Spirit of £85,927 is misleading in that £50,000 
approximately will probably have to be refunded on Motor Spirit 
imported in bulk during 1930 and re-exported under drawback during 
1931. There was an increase under the sub-head Tobacco of 
£43.473-

IMPORTS. 

48. The value of all imports for the year was £8,953,770, being 
£ 1 , 1 2 8 , 6 1 1 , or 1 1 . 1 6 per cent, less than the value of the imports 
for 1929. 

49. Printed cotton goods, cotton manufactures (unenumerated) 
silk manufactures (other kinds), iron and steel manufactures (other 
kinds) brass and manufactures of brass, apparel, wool manufactures 
(other kinds), umbrellas and parasols, wood and timber manufactured 
(other kinds), and musical instruments (other kinds) were mainly 
responsible for the decrease of £442,404 in the value of articles 
subject to ad valorem duty. Although the value of dyed and printed 
cotton piece goods was less the quantities thereof imported were 
greater. 
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50. Prices of cotton goods ruled lower throughout the year, and 
for the reasons given in paragraph 44 stocks at the close of the 
year were above the average, 

5 1 . There were increased imports of tin manufactures and artificial 
silk manufactures. 

The increase in tin manufactures is the direct result of the in
stallation of tanks for the storage of bulk petroleum at Takoradi 
where petroleum is now cased for distribution locally and for 
export to neighbouring West African Colonies. 

More accurate classification by importers explains the large 
decrease in silk manufactures—other kinds and the apparent slight 
increase in artificial silk goods. Silk goods of all kinds, like other 
luxury or semi-luxury articles, were affected by the reduced spending 
power of the people. 

52. The value of the 1930 imports of articles subject to specific 
duty, other than wines, spirits, malts, cider and perry, was £159,961 
less than in 1929. There were decreased importations of lumber 
wholly or partly dressed, cement, and soap, (other kinds). There 
were increased importations of petrol, kerosene and unmanufactured 
tobacco, but the values thereof were less. Tar, lubricating oil and 
cigarettes shewed increases in both quantity and value. 

Nearly all the coal tar was imported by the Public Works 
Department for use in tarmetting the Colony's roads. 

Stocks of tobacco were low towards the close of 1929 and that 
factor, together with the heavy importations during the first half of 
the year in anticipation of the increased duty, which took effect from 
the 19th June, 1930, explains the very satisfactory importations of 
unmanufactured tobacco and of cigarettes notwithstanding the dull 
trade year. To give an instance: 141,088,000 cigarettes were 
imported during the first half of 1930, and only 49,287,000 during 
the second half of the year. 

53. The value of the imports of wines, spirits, malts, cider and 
perry was less by £ 1 1 7 , 1 9 5 . 

The imports of still wines during the last five years were as 
follows :— 

1930 259,438 
Of the total imports of 259,438 gallons, 110,691 gallons came 

from France, 80,544 gallons from Germany, and 47,215 gallons from 
Holland. French wines have lost ground. Tonic wines and 
vermouth retained their popularity, no doubt on account of their 
high alcoholic content and their relative cheapness. 

1927 
1928 
1929 

1926 
Gallons. 
202,419 
266,028 
180,647 
267,893 
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169,684 gallons of still wine were imported during the first half 
of the year and only 89,754 gallons during the second half. 

The quantity of potable spirits imported in 1930 was 479,999 
gallons. In 1929 the quantity was 736,725 gallons and in 1928 
1.185,053 gallons. Compared with 1929 there was a reduction of 
256,726 gallons and with 1928 the reduction was as much as 705,054 
gallons. 

The quantity of gin and geneva imported was 334,440 gallons, 
a decrease of 235,306 gallons. Of the total imports of gin and 
geneva 319,495 gallons, or 95.5 per cent, came from Holland. 

There were also reduced importations of brandy, whisky, cordials 
and liqueurs, and unenumerated potable spirits. The importations of 
rum increased from 52,074 to 65,382 gallons. 

A striking feature of the importation of spirits is portrayed by 
the following figures :— 

Imported during Imported during 
the first half of the second half of 

the year. tlie year. 
Gallons. Gallons. 

Brandy 
Gin and Geneva 
Rum 
Whisky 

5.38o 
253.204 

37.675 
42,984 

5,122 
81,236 
27,707 
21,921 

The reduced spending power of the people and the increased 
duty of 6s. per gallon, which took effect from the 19th June, 1930, 
explain in some considerable measure the very considerable decrease 
in the importation and consumption of spirits, a decrease which will 
be further accentuated by the coming into operation on the first day 
of January, 1931, of the Gin and Geneva (Restriction of Importation) 
Ordinance, 1930, the Liquor Traffic Amendment Ordinance, 1930, 
the Liquor Licences (Spirit) Amendment Ordinance, 1930, and the 
Liquor Traffic Amendment Regulations, 1930, which Ordinances and 
Regulations embody the principal recommendations of the Liquor 
Commission which submitted its report in February, 1930. Other 
reasons for the decrease are set forth in paragraph 57 of the Annual 
General Report for 1929/30. 

The consumption of malt liquors and cider and perry during the 
last five years was as follows :— 

Gallons. 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 

902,139 
1,486,873 
1,304,230 
1,380,840 
1,032,939 

The duty on malt liquors was increased from is. to is. 6d. per 
imperial gallon on the 19th June, 1930, and there is no doubt (as in 
the case of spirits, still wine, and tobacco) that the increased duty 
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was expected and anticipated, for, whereas 697,217 gallons of malt 
liquors were imported during the first half of the year, only 335,440 
were imported during the second half of the year. 

Only 282 gallons of cider and perry were imported in 1930. 

Of the total importation of 1,032,939 gallons of malt liquors 
and cider and perry, 814,306 gallons, or 78.8 per cent, came from 
Germany, 142,868 gallons, or 13.8 per cent, from Great Britain, and 
67,851 gallons, or 6.5 per cent, from Holland. It is very gratifying 
to note that the dearer, heavier, and better British beers have gained 
ground. 

54. The value of the imports of commercial free articles was less by 
£371,226. The chief decreases were in motor cars (including lorries) 
and parts therefor, bags and sacks (empty), currency notes, coal, 
flour, meats (all kinds), artisans' tools, aerated and mineral waters, 
medicines and drugs, biscuits, bread and cakes (other kinds). There 
were increased importations of alloy and silver coins, fish (all kinds), 
and machinery (railway and tramway, and water boring and 
pumping). 

Of a total importation of 1,861 motor cars (including lorries) 
1,442 were supplied by the United States of America and 272 by 
Great Britain. 

There were 694 fewer motor cars imported in 1930, but 348 more 
motor lorries. The light Ford lorry is very popular, 883 being 
imported in 1930 as compared with 298 in 1929, It is much used for 
carrying passengers as well as produce. 

Fewer motor cycles and cycles were imported in 1930, the 
respective decreases being 40 and 1,367. 

Of the 79 motor cycles imported 75 came from Great Britain, 
which supplied 2,874 of the 2,947 bicycles imported-

The imports of empty produce bags and sacks decreased by 
1,207,487. During the first half of the year imports were very small 
(only one-sixth of the year's imports) owing to the general uncertainty 
with regard to the extent of the 1930/31 main season crop. 

There were reduced importations of Nigerian coal by Govern
ment for use by the Gold Coast Railway, which explains the decrease 
in the quantity of coal imported. 

During the year little construction work was carried out and the 
number of labourers employed was considerably less. Tinned meats 
seem to be the staple food of the average labourer when in 
employment and the state of the labour market during the year is 
reflected in the decreased importations of tinned meats of all kinds 
and in artisans* tools. 

The importation of aerated and mineral waters declined from 
141,751 to 98,179 dozen bottles. The popularity of locally 
manufactured aerated and mineral waters is increasing. 
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Ninety-seven per cent of the alloy coin imported came from 
Togoland under French Mandate. To get a clearer comparative 
idea of the amount of alloy coin in circulation it-should be noted that, 
whereas no alloy was exported to Great Britain in 1929, the value of 
the 1930 exports to Great Britain was £900,020, while the exports 
to Togoland under French Mandate amounted to £172,304 as com
pared with £62,109 in 1929. 

The value of the British silver coins exported to Great Britain 
in 1930 was £ 1 1 7 , 1 2 5 ; in 1929 the value was £75,452. 

The popularity of the small tins of canned pilchards from 
California, selling for threepence to sixpence each, was maintained. 
The cost of the tins is the principal factor in the retail price and the 
consumer receives the benefit of an excellent fish food for little more 
than the cost of tinning. Yet a few years ago the contents were 
treated as refuse. 

The increase in machinery (railway and tramway) was the result 
of the fulfilment early in the year of indents for new locomotives 
required by the Gold Coast Railways,. 

EXPORTS. 

55. The total value of the exports for the year ended 31st Decem
ber, 1930, was £11,287,388, being £1,390,328, or 11 per cent, less 
than the value of the exports for 1929. 

The value of the exports of domestic products and manufactures 
(including bullion) was less than the value for 1929 by £2,489,935, or 
20 per cent. 

The increase of £1,099,607 in the value of articles re-exported 
wat mainly due to the re-exportation of alloy coin to the value of 
£900,020 and silver coins to the value of £ 1 1 7 , 1 2 5 to Great Britain 
(see paragraph 54), of cased kerosene and petrol from Takoradi, 
and of spraymex to Nigeria from Accra. 

CACAO. 

56. The export of raw cacao, including 3,808 tons exported over
land across the Eastern Frontier (none was exported across the 
Western Frontier), amounted to 190,580 tons valued at £6,970,385. 
The value given is the f.o.b. value, which includes the export duty of 
£1 3s. 4d. per ton. (£ of a penny per lb.) 

Compared with 1929 the quantity exported was less by 47,488 
tons, or 20 per cent, and the decrease in value was £2,734,108, 
or 28 per cent. 

Compared with 1928 the decrease in quantity was 34,497 tons 
and in value £4,259,127. 

The sole reason for the considerable decrease in quantity was 
the hold-up by the Gold Coast farmers which began about the 23rd 
October and continued to the end of the year, for, although the 
quantity exported in 1929 was the highest on record, there is no doubt 
that, had it not been for the hold-up, the exports for 1930 would 

B 
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have been very little less than those of 1929. For the last quarter 
of 1929 the exports of cacao by sea and land amounted to 83,242 
tons ; for the same quarter in 1930 the exports were only 41,705 tons, 
a difference of 41,537 tons. 

The average f.o.b. value of cacao per ton in 1930 was £37 ; 
in 1929 it was £ 4 1 . 

57. The maritime exports of cacao for the years 1929 and 1930 
were distributed as follows :— 

Country of destination. 1929. 1930. 

Tons. Tons. 
Germany 48,044 56,285 
United Kingdom 46,389 42,486 
Holland. . . 36.006 3 9 7 5 3 
United States of America 84,947 87,129 
F*rance ... . . . ... . . . ... 6,379 2,921 
Other Countries 10,725 8,198 

Total 232,490 186,772 

58. The following table shows the ports of export for the years 
1929 and 1930 : — 

1929. 1930. 
Tons. Tons. 

Accra . . . 100,136 80,251 
Takoradi . . . 86,086 67,912 
Winneba 19,819 18,132 
Saltpond . . . 16,095 12,558 
Cape Coast . . . 8,598 6,272 
Ada 748 1,240 
Half Assini 957 259 
Axim 51 148 

GOLD. 

59. Raw Gold exports totalled 272,089 ozs. valued at £1,055,634, 
an increase in quantity of 46,703 ozs. and in value of £ 1 8 5 , 7 7 1 . The 
exports were the highest since 1919. 

The increase in the gold exports is due firstly to the increased 
tonnage crushed by the Ashanti Goldfields Corporation, Ltd. and 
to their increased extraction, and secondly to the increased tonnage 
crushed by and greater efficiency of the methods employed at the 
Abosso Mine (Taquah and Abosso Mines, Limited). 
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KOLA NUTS. 

60. For the first time since 1925 the maritime exports of kola nuts 
show an increase. The quantity exported during the last six years 
was as follows :— 

In 1929 exports to Nigeria by sea were 2,622 tons. In 1930 
the quantity so exported was 3,218 tons, an increase of 596 tons. 

In 1929 exports to Nigeria from Sierra Leone amounted to 1,749 
tons. In 1930 the quantity was 1,319 tons, a decrease of 430 tons. 
It would seem, therefore, that, owing to the reduced spending power 
of the people of Nigeria in 1930, the cheaper Gold Coast kolas were 
preferred, for Nigeria's imports of kolas in 1930 were greater by 243 
tons than they were in 1929. Kolas were also bought more cheaply on 
the Gold Coast during 1930, the f.o.b. value of the Gold Coast kolas 
being about half that of the Sierra Leone product. 

It has now been definitely established that as a result of the road 
development in Ashanti and the Northern Territories, considerable 
quantities of kolas go to the North via Yeji, Bamboi and Buipe 
ferries, which explains why only 717 tons of kolas were exported from 
Takoradi in 1930 as compared with 2,665 tons from Sekondi in 1925. 
Although maritime exports have declined from 6,097 *° 3 ,73^ tons 
in the last six years, it is estimated that in the same period the 
quantity of kolas going North from Ashanti has risen approximately 
from 2,929 to 4,650 tons. 

The kola industry in the Colony proper has been and is being 
affected adversely by cacao production, but not to the extent at one 
time supposed. Doubtless, with the continued depression in the 
cacao market, the kola industry will receive more attention than it has 
received in recent years, notwithstanding the lower prices being 
paid to the grower. 

61 . The quantity of Manganese exported in 1930 was 417,490 tons. 
(The quantity exported in 1929 was erroneously given in paragraph 
65 of the Annual General Report for 1929/30 as 408,224 tons. The 
quantity actually exported was 419,224 tons.) Notwithstanding the 
increased facilities for handling and quick loading at Takoradi the 
exports show a decrease of 1,734 tons. Competition from South 
Russia, and in a lesser degree from South Africa, has undoubtedly 
had an adverse effect on our exports, but probably a greater contri-

1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 

6,097 
5.S69 
5,128 
4,928 
3,056 
3,768 

MANGANESE. 
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The exports for the last five years were :— 

Year. Quantity. Value. 

Tons. £ 

1926 ••• ••• ••• «•• ••• 344>933 684,852 
1927 «•» ••• ••• >•• ••• 369,205 682,962 
I928 ••• •*• 1 1 « ••• ••• 324,499 610,209 

IQ29 •** ••» ••* •** • •• 419,224 748,286 
I93O •*• ••• ••• •*• 417,490 823,396 

RUBBER. 

62. The quantity of rubber exported in 1930,, viz., 539,696 lbs., 
was the smallest since 1924. 5,984,984 lbs. were exported in 1898 
and 3,223,265 lbs. in 1910. These figures speak for themselves and 
it is distressing to see the efforts of a few enterprising planters who 
carry on a struggling industry rewarded so poorly. 

PALM KERNELS AND PALM OIL. 

63. Exports of palm kernels decreased by 1,099 * o n s » while the 
exports of palm oil decreased by 107 tons. Germany took 74 per 
cent of the palm kernels and the United Kingdom 29 per cent of the 
palm oil exported. 

The exports of palm kernels and palm oil for the last five years 
were as follows :— 

Year. 

Palm Kernels. Palm Oil. 

Year. 

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value, 

Tons. £ Tons. £ 

I926 7.659 125,556 1.752 52,283 
I927 6,545 107,079 1,090 30,227 
1928 6,214 103,906 502 13 .515 
1929 6,569 96,447 596 16,830 
193O 5,470 69,018 489 11 ,392 
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Year. Quantity. Value. 

1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 

Carats. £ 
102 365 
831 1,836 

5,306 6,798 
9.548 10,942 

66,946 85,631 
7 7 . 3 1 3 98,760 

299,835 362,833 
460,959 5 1 2 , 1 5 9 
698,826 584,279 
660,536 584,613 
8 6 1 , 1 1 9 658,994 

TIMBER. 

65. The exports of all kinds of timber totalled 934,790 cubic feet 
valued at £100,098, a decrease in quantity of 495,440 cubic feet and 
in value of £60,266. 

The exports of timber for the last five years were as follows :— 
Cubic feet. £ 

1926 1,880,456 213,928 
19 2 7 I,239»72I 120,348 
1928 1,547.776 138,853 
1 9 2 9 1,430,230 160,364 
1930 934,790 100,098 

In 1913 the quantity exported was 3,115,987 cubic feet valued at 
£366,094. 

The result of the removal of the export duty on all timber, 
except mahogany, cedar, and baku, on the 12th December, 1929, is 
reflected on the increased export during 1930 of softer woods, which 
are being exported for use in the manufacture of three-ply wood for 
packing purposes. 

In order to stimulate the export trade in mahogany and allied 
woods the export duty on mahogany, cedar, and baku was reduced 
from 2d. to id. per cubic foot as from the 19th June, 1930. 
Unfortunately the halving of the export duty has had no beneficial 
effect on the export of mahogany, for the price offered for this 
ornamental and luxury wood throughout the year was so poor as to 
make the cutting of logs not worth while. There is practically no 
market at the moment for African mahogany in the United States of 
America, where supplies are well above requirements. 

DIAMONDS. 

64. Since 1920 the exports of diamonds have been as follows 
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DIRECTION OF TRADE. 

66. The import trade with all parts of the Empire represented 
54.78 per cent of the total import trade and is more by 1.84 per 
cent than similar trade for the year 1929. 

The share of the import trade appropriated by the United 
Kingdom was 5 1 . 3 1 , or 2.46 per cent more than in 1929. 

Imports from British West Africa were 2.49 per cent, or . 1 1 
per cent less than in 1929. 

The share of the import trade taken by the United States o'f 
America, Germany, and Holland was slightly less and that by France 
slightly larger. 

The United Kingdom in the past five years has more or less 
maintained her share of the export trade; her share of the import 
trade, however, has on the whole gradually decreased-

The slight increase in her share of the import trade for 1930 
may be attributed to the fact that imports are now classified as far 
as possible as received from the country of consignment, which is 
the place where the goods were last owned and from which they 
were procured by the importer. 

Of the cacao exported Germany took 29.5 per cent, the United 
Kingdom 22.3 per cent, Holland 20.9 per cent, and the United 
States of America 19.5 per cent. 

50.2 per cent of the timber went to the United Kingdom and 
49.8 per cent to the United States of America. 

Germany took 73.7 per cent of the palm kernels. Of the palm 
oil 29.2 per cent was exported to the United Kingdom, 16.4 per cent 
to France, and 17 .4 per cent to Italy. 

86.1 per cent of the maritime exports of kola nuts went to 
Nigeria. 

The United Kingdom received all the gold bullion and diamonds. 
Norway took 33.7 per cent of the manganese, France 19, 

Canada 19.8, Belgium 6.2, and the United States of America 20.7 
per cent. 

TRADE CHANNELS. 

67. The channels by which British manufactured goods reach the 
African consumer are :— 

(a) Direct from manufacturer to consumer chiefly by parcels 
post. 

(b) From manufacturer through indent houses in Great Britain 
to the consumer by freight and parcels post. 

(c) From manufacturer through parent houses in Great Britain 
of trading firms having branches in West Africa, thence 
through the branches to consumer. This is the channel of 
the largest trade and represents the bulk of steamer freights 
to the Coast. 
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. 68, The method of sale adopted is by means of small stores owned 
by the various firms in the towns and villages. The firms have larger 
stores in the bigger centres and these and the smaller ones are 
usually in charge of African storekeepers under the supervision of 
Europeans. In addition there are various stores owned by Africans 
themselves who buy their goods from the larger importers or in some 
cases import direct. 

There are great opportunities of direct trade with the African 
trader. Goods are often consigned through the banking houses. 

69. Africans also import large quantities of goods for their own 
personal use through the medium of the parcels post. These 
goods are usually ordered from catalogue descriptions and payment 
is made with the order or the goods consigned through one of the 
banking houses. Extensive use is also made of the cash on delivery 
system. There are opportunities for the development of this trade, 
but goods must be of the type and quality stated. Advertisements in 
the local press will produce quantities of applications for catalogues. 

Mines. 
GOLD. 

70. The gold won during the year ending 31st March, 1931 
amounted to 246,075 fine ounces and was valued at £1,045,327 being 
an increase of 27,581 ounces and £ 1 1 7 , 1 6 6 over last years' figures. 

This increase is due mainly to the increased tonnage mined at 
the Ashanti Goldfields Corporation, Limited working at Obuasi and 
the Taquah and Abosso Mines, Limited at Aboso, 

The Ashanti Goldfields Corporation, Limited not only easily 
maintains its premier position as the largest gold producer in the 
country but all the indications point to another very favourable year 
for this Company. During the year mining operations were so 
successful that a 100 per cent dividend was declared and 625,000 
four shilling fully paid bonus-shares were allotted to shareholders. 

That the needs of the African employees have not been neglected 
during this period may be gathered from the fact that a new and up 
to date hospital equipped with the latest modern appliances has been 
built and opened for patients where the best medical attention can be 
obtained. 

A welcome return to the dividend-paying stage was indicated 
during the year by the payment of a 6J per cent interim dividend by 
Taquah and Abosso Mines, Limited wnich works the adjacent mines 
Abosso and Adjah Bippo. It is important also to note that the 
difficulties encountered by a dislocation of the reef in the lowerievels 
north of the internal shaft have been overcome and ore of payable 
value has in consequence been opened up. The sinking of the 
internal shaft was continued with the result that the reef where 
disclosed also shows values which are payable. The outlook for this 
company for the coming year is distinctly promising. 
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Unfortunately Ariston Gold Mines (1929), Limited working at 
Prestea failed to come up to expectations. This was partly due to a 
break in the north shaft which hindered operations considerably, but 
which has now been remedied. The values in the bottom of the 
mine have been confirmed and under new management the prospects 
of this company may be considered to be hopeful. 

With regard to A'koon Syndicate at Abbontiakoon Mine it 
may be stated that they have had a fairly successful year. 

At Bibiani further exploratory work was carried out, the results 
obtained hitherto being considered sufficient justification to continue 
operations. # 

There was no winning of gold from alluvial deposits during the 
year. 

MANGANESE. 

7 1 . There was a decrease of 100,422 tons of manganese ore 
exported and a drop of £14.3,958 in value, the figures being 396^44 
tons valued at £693,459. This decrease in tonnage and value was not 
due to any falling off in the manganese content of the ore which still 
retains its high standard nor to any lack of 1 .fort on the part of the 
management, but was brought about by extraneous causes mainly con
sequent on the world-wide trade depression. Uiitil such depression 
tends to lift an increase in the output of manganese ore cannot be 
expected. 

DIAMONDS. 

72. Except for a few stones obtained by prospectors the winning of 
diamonds was confined to four companies, namely, the Consolidated 
African Selection Trust at Akwatia; the West African Diamond 
Syndicate at Kokotenten ; Cayco at Topimmang and the Holland 
Syndicate working in the vicinity of Kade. 

The number of carats exported was 848,199 valued at £595,079 
showing a decrease of £33,798. 

The universal trade depression which seriously affected prices 
and over production elsewhere are in this case responsible for the 
decrease in value. 

Prospecting for diamonds has been carried on south of Tarkwa 
in the valley of the Bonsa River and in the Sefwi district. 

In Ashanti prospectors have been active along the Anum River 
and near Nsuta (Mampong District). 

CERTIFICATES OF VALIDITY. 

73. Seven Concessions for mining were certified in the Colony and * 
one in Ashanti. Two of these concessions were for bauxite in the 
Sefwi district. 

LABOUR. 

74. The average number of natives engaged in mining operations 
amounted to 12,380. There has been ample labour to meet all the 
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mining requirements of the year, No indentured or recruited labour 
has been employed, all labour voluntarily seeking work at the mines 
offices. Two mining companies have instituted a system of medical 
inspection before labour is engaged, thereby increasing efficiency. 

GENERAL. 

75, An increasing interest in the potentialities of the Gold Coast as 
a gold producer has been evident during the year. Many inquiries 
by persons of standing regarding concessions, prospects and 
abandoned mines have been forthcoming. This is not only a hopeful 
sign for the future but shows a return of confidence in the mineral 
resources of the Gold Coast which has been lacking in some quarters 
for some years past. 

IMPERIAL INSTITUTE. 
Mineral Resources Department. 

76. During the year 1930 the following investigations were 
carried out for the Gold Coast:— 

Water.—A chemical analysis was made of the dissolved mineral 
and gaseous constituents of a sample of water, sent by the Director 
of the Geological Survey, in order to assist in a research on the origin 
of the bauxite in the pit in which the water was found. 

Bauxite.—Twelve samples of bauxite, received from the 
Geological Survey, were found to contain 41 to 63 per cent of 
alumina, with 1 to 28 per cent of ferric oxide. Small quantities of 
chromic and vanadic oxides were also present. One sample, con
taining about 63 per cent of alumina and about 7 per cent of total 
impurities, was of good quality, 

Another consignment of three bauxites contained from 48 to 
52 per cent of alumina, 6 to 21 per cent of ferric oxide, and 1 to 13 
per cent of silica. 

Mineral Specimens.—Seventeen mineral specimens, also from 
the Geological Survey, were assayed for gold and platinum, but 
none of them was found likely to be of any commercial value. 

Chromite.—Two samples of chromite from the same source 
were of low grade, containing 37 and 27 per cent respectively of 
chromic oxide. The better material might be suitable for the 
manufacture of refractory bricks. Technical trials are in progress 
by a commercial firm to ascertain whether it could be used as a 
constituent of ceramic glazes. 

BauxiUsed Porphyry.—The percentages of free and combined 
alumina in a sample of this material, received from the Geological 
Survey, were determined. 

Limestones.—Two samples of limestone, also received from the 
Geological Survey, consisted of dark grey fossiliferous limestone of 
good quality, suitable, after fine grinding or burning, for use for 
agricultural purposes. 
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China Clay.—A commercial firm sent a sample of China clay 
from West Africa. The preliminary examination gave promising 
results, although the percentage of clay present was low. The 
material fired to a pale cream colour and had a high vitrification 
temperature. 

PUBLICATIONS. 

77. Special reports on the research work on minerals carried out 
in the Gold Coast, supplied by the Geological Survey, appeared in 
Nos. 2 and 4 of the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 
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CHAPTER V.—COMMUNICATIONS. 
Shipping and Harbours. 

78. There was a decrease in the number and tonnage of shipping 
which entered and cleared during 1930 as compared with 1929. 940 
vessels, representing an aggregate net registered tonnage of 
2,627,847, entered the ports of the Colony during the year, and 948 
vessels of a total net registered tonnage of 2,639,201 cleared for 
overseas in the same trade period. In 1929 the vessels entered 
inwards totalled 999, representing a net registered tonnage of 
2>75^»375» a n d 1,010 vessels cleared outwards during the same period 
with a total net registered tonnage of 2,782,012. 

The following statement shows the nationality, number, and net 
registered tonnage of all vessels which entered and cleared from the 
Colony during the year 1930 :— 

Nationality. Number. Tonnage. 

British 
French 
German 
Dutch 
American 
Norwegian 
Italian 
Swedish 
Greek 
Belgian 
Portuguese 

Total . . . 

1,048 2,872,358 
222 709,198 
I96 5i5>350 
132 293,999 
IO7 362,991 

72 200,151 
37 128,221 
32 72,404 
26 69,808 
14 42,204 

2 364 

1,888 5,267,048 

Takoradi Harbour. 
TRADE. 

79 . In spite of the universal depression in 
vessels that used the Port was slightly in excess 

The Port was used as follows :— 
Tonnage of imports handled at wharves ... 
Tonnage of imports handled at moorings ... 
Tonnage of exports handled at wharves ... 
Tonnage of exports handled at moorings ... 
Total of all tonnage handled 
Passengers landed ... 
Passengers embarked ». 
Tons of fresh water supplied 
Tons of manganese exported 
Tons of coal imported ... ... 

trade the number of 
of the previous year. 

. . . 135.406 
4,584 

. . . 407,466 
* . . . 87,761 

635,517 
4.376 
4,469 

. . . 17 ,911 

. . . 396,044 
••• 37.765 
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Total . . . £160,052 
Net Receipts £129,433 
Contributions in connection with 

Widows and Orphans 
Pensions Scheme ... 547 129,980 

Deficit £30,072 

DEEPENING. 

81. The work of deepening the Harbour to required depths at 
certain places is proceeding steadily. 

MOORINGS. 
82. The six sets of moorings have been relaid and all berths have 

been available since 15th December, 1930. The moorings for the 
Oil Tanker Berth have been completed. 

BUILDINGS, ETC. 

83. Additional remedial works are being carried out at the Lighter 
and Main Wharves by the Acting Chief Resident Engineer. Four 
new bungalows for the European Staff of the Tugs and additional 
quarters for the African Staff of the Harbour were built during the 
year. 

RAILWAY. 
MILEAGE OPERATED. 

84. The total mileage open for traffic at the close of the financial 
year 1930-31 was 500. 

The main line runs in a northerly direction from Sekondi to 
Kumasi in Ashanti thence to Accra in a south-easterly direction, 
a total distance of 362 miles. 

The Branch lines (3 ' 6" gauge) operated are the Takoradi 
Branch taking off the main line at 2§ miles from Sekondi, and 
running 7 miles in a westerly direction to Takoradi; the Inchaban 

Average time spent in port per vessel:— 
General Cargo 16.85 n o u r s 

Coal 83.5 hours 
Manganese 30.42 hours 

FINANCE. 

80. The Working Expenditure for the year was £38,979 and the 
total Receipts £168 ,412 and the general financial result is as 
follows:— 

Interest on Loan ' ... 159,312 
Management of Loan 304 
Cost of remittances on Loan Charges to Crown 

Agents 436 
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Branch which runs in an easterly direction taking off the main line 
at 4^ miles from Sekondi and having a length of 4 miles ; the Tarkwa-
Prestea Branch which runs in a north-westerly direction taking off 
the main line at Tarkwa, 39 miles from Sekondi and having a length 
of 18 miles, and the Central Province Branch which runs in a north
easterly direction from Huni Valley, 53 miles from Sekondi to Kade, 
a distance of 99 miles. 

The Weshiang Branch (2' 6" gauge) runs from Accra in 
a westerly direction to Weshiang, a distance of 10 miles. 

FINANCE. 

85. The total capital expenditure in 31st March, 1931 stood at 
£9.305.607. 

The earnings amounted to £979,235, a decrease of £203,800 as 
compared with the earnings for the year 1929-1930. 

The working expenditure, including a contribution of £102,120 
to the Renewals Fund and a sum of £22,657 f ° r Pensions and 
Gratuities was £630,787, a decrease of £12,925 on the 1929-30 
working. 

The general financial result is as follows :— 
Loan Charges. £ 

(a) Interest 402,825 
(b) Sinking Fund 67,084 
(c) Expenses of Managing loan 999 
(d) Cost of remittances on Loan charges 

to Crown Agents I >79° 

Total 472,698 

Net Earnings . . . . . . £348,448 
Difference between contri

butions and outpayments 
in connection with 
Widows' and Orphans' 
Pensions Scheme . . . 3,707 352,155 

Deficit . . . 120,543 

TRAFFIC. 

86. The number of passengers conveyed during the year, was 
1*336,489, ? decrease of 510,675 with a decrease of £71,228 in 
revenue compared with the previous year. 

The total tonnage of goods traffic for the year, exclusive of 
live-stock, was 758,888, a decrease of 173,341 tons with a decrease 
of £107,363 in revenue compared with the year 1929-30. 
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Commodity. Tons Carried. Decrease. 

Beer and Wine 1,998 1.275 
Building materials . . . 12,993 7.546 
Coal and Coke ... . . . 8,646 4.387 
Cacao . . . '132,499 6,963 
Firewood . . . 96,160 26,458 
Imported foodstuffs . . . 12 ,115 2,043 
Gin and Spirits ... 1,072 1,613 
Manganese . . . 396,895 110,180 
Motor Vehicles ... . . . 2,039 1,768 
Salt . . . 3.746 1,321 
Logs (Exported) ... . . . 7,891 2,632 

LOCOMOTIVES AND ROLLING STOCK. 
87. The Railway has 83 locomotives including 4 steam rail 

coaches. 
The total engine mileage (inclusive of rail coach mileage) was 

1,447,304, a decrease of 87,028 miles, as compared with 1929-30 
mileage. 

Four new shunting locomotives were erected and four others 
prepared for service. 

Twelve new passenger vehicles including two double coach 
articulated rail motor coaches were assembled and prepared for 
service. 

ELECTRIC POWER. 
88. There was an increase in the demand for electricity for 

lighting, power and domestic heating and the total of B.O.T. units 
supplied was 1,822,976, an increase of 147,790 units or 8.11 per cent 
over 1929-30. 

BUILDINGS, ETC. 
89. One bungalow for a Senior Workshop Artisan and additional 

quarters for the African staff were built at Takoradi. 
Additional storage accommodation was completed and new 

offices for the Chief Electrical Engineer were built at Location. 

SURVEY. 

90. The final location of the proposed Western Province Railway 
was continued and all field work was completed early in July. 

An excellent line has been located and the original estimate of 
the cost of construction has been materially reduced while the total 
distance between Tarkwa and Babeaneha has been reduced to 110 
miles as compared with the original estimate of 140 miles. 

Owing to the necessity for economy the Survey Party was 
disbanded towards the end of the year. 

The principal commodities carried are given below:— 
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Roads and Motor Transport. 

91 . There were 6,350 miles of motorable roads in the Gold Coast, 
Ashanti, and the Northern Territories on 31st March, 1931, and of 
this total 2,125 miles were maintained by the Public Works 
Department and the remainder by Political Officers. 

92. Some 432 miles or approximately one-fifth of the total mileage 
of the roads controlled by the Public Works Department have been 
M tarmetted Very little extension of "tarmetting '•' was effected 
during the year, but a considerable amount of money was spent on 
improvements to the older " tarmet " surfaces. In the re-coating, 
which formed part of the improvements, a heavier bituminous mixture 
was largely used, and it is expected that this material will give 
satisfactory service. 

93. A Committee was appointed in January, 1931 for the purpose 
of revising the Motor Traffic Ordinance, but the report of this 
Committee had not been received at the close of the year. One of 
the more important points under consideration by the Committee is 
the question of the gross weights of vehicles to be allowed on the 
roads. At present the gross weight allowed on Political earth roads 
is 35 cwts., and on other Political roads the weight is 70 cwts. On 
Public Works Department roads a maximum of 70 cwts. is allowed, 
but where the speed of a vehicle is controlled by means of a governor, 
the vehicle may be loaded up to 2\ tons per axle. Vehicles drawing 
fourwheeled trailers must be governed in every case. 

94. The Temporary Roads Department completed during the year 
the construction of the new Kade-Akropong Road (14 miles) in the 
Eastern Province of the Colony, and of the Insu-Enchi Road (81.7 
miles) in tae Western Province of the Colony. The Wiawso-
Krokosua Road in the Western Province was completed to a point 
seven miles west of Asafo, at which point the work has been stopped 
for the present. The re-construction of the Bolgatanga-Navrongo 
section of road in the Northern Territories was also practically 
completed. The Department carried out several road surveys during 
the year in addition to the above construction work. It has been 
decided to close down the Department on the 30th April, 1931 owing 
to the existing financial situation, and the stoppage of all new road 
construction. 

Posts and Telegraphs. 
95. Owing to general trade depression the business transacted 

by the Posts and Telegraphs Department during 1930-31 shews a 
general decrease compared with the previous year. 

96. Twenty-one new Postal Agencies were opened during the year 
and four converted into Departmental Offices. One Departmental 
Office was converted into Postal Agency. 

97. The total revenue from all services was £119,056 as against 
£130,480 for the previous year. This figure excludes services for 
which no payment was made, totalling approximately £58,000. 
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98. The reduction of £11 ,400 in Revenue was spread over every 
service except Telephones, which shewed a slight increase- Parcels 
Revenue decreased by £3,360, Telegraphs by £3,660 and Stamps by 
£3,300. Money Orders and Postal Orders also shewed slight 
decreases. 

99. The total expenditure of the Department amounted to 
£158,540, an increase of £3,780. 

100. The Savings Bank Department shews a decrease of £14,902 
in Deposits, coupled with an increase in withdrawals amounting to 
£2,053. 

101. The balance due to depositors at the end of the year is thus 
reduced from £98,360 to £ 8 9 , 1 1 5 , £2,530 having been credited to 
accounts as interest. 

102. A New Telephone Trunk line was built from Tamale to 
Navrongo, giving direct communication with the French Territory of 
Haute Volta. 

103. A considerable amount of new telephone trunk construction 
was carried out in the Colony in addition, and thirteen new Call 
Offices were opened during the year. 

104. New Switchboards were installed at Kumasi, Sekondi and 
Koforidua and the Accra Exchange was again extended. 

105. The Workshops of the Department made steady progress 
during the year, and supplied most of the requirements of the 
Department. 

106. The Wireless Station maintained communication in a 
satisfactory manner and the British Official Press was received 
regularly during the year. Communication with steamers was 
maintained on short wave working from Accra to Liverpool. 

An experimental Wireless service was also carried on with 
Nigeria-
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CHAPTER VI. 

Justice, Police and Prisons. 
JUSTICE. 

107. The Law of the Colony is the Common Law, the doctrines 
of equity and the statutes of general application in force in England 
on the 24th July, 1874, modified by a large number of local 

, Ordinances passed since that date. The Criminal Law was codified 
in 1892 and the civil and criminal procedure are regulated by the 
Supreme Court and Criminal Procedure Ordinances, both passed in 
1876. 

108. The Supreme Court of the Gold Coast consists of the Chief 
Justice and six Puisne Judges. The Chief Justice and the Puisne 
Judges of Nigeria are also ex officio Puisne Judges of the Gold Coast. 

109. The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is limited to the 
Colony. In Ashanti and the Northern Territories there is a Circuit 
Judge who presides over the sittings of the Courts of the Chief 
Commissioners with practically the same jurisdiction in civil and 
criminal cases as the Judges in the Colony. 

n o . The West African Court of Appeal Order-in-Council came 
into force on the 1st March, 1930 and the first session of the Court 
was held at Freetown in Sierra Leone on March 10th. This Court 
deals with appeals from the Courts of the Colonies of the Gold Coast, 
Sierra Leone and the Gambia ; from the Chief Commissioners' Courts 
of Ashanti and the Northern Territories of the Gold Coast; from the 
Courts of the Protectorates of Sierra Leone and the Gambia; and 
from the Courts of Togoland under British Mandate. 

i n . There is also a Full Court, which must consist of not less 
than two Judges. Its functions are practically limited to suspending or 
striking off the roll barristers and solicitors and to deciding criminal 
cases stated by a Divisional Court on affirming a conviction on a case 
previously stated by a Police Magistrate or Commissioner. 

112 . The Supreme Court consists of Divisional Courts at Accra, 
Cape Coast and Sekondi. At Accra, there are usually three Courts 
sitting, over one of which the Chief Justice presides and Puisne 
Judges over the others. Criminal Assizes are held quarterly at the 
above-named towns and Special Divisional Courts are occasionally 
held at several of the larger towns. 

1 1 3 . The West African (Appeal to Privy Council) Order-in-
Council, 1930, prescribes the procedure and rules to be observed in 
appeals from the West African Court of Appeal to the Judicial 
Committee of the Privy Council. 

114 . The Gold Coast (Privy Council Appeals) Order-in-Council 
prescribes the procedure and rules to be observed in appeals from 
the Full Court to the Judicial Committee oi the Privy Council. 

9 
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1 1 5 . The Police Magistrates, and Provincial and District Com
missioners in charge of Provinces and Districts are ex officio 
Commissioners of the Supreme Court. In criminal cases the first 
named have the power of imposing a fine not exceeding £100 or 
inflicting imprisonment for a maximum period of one year. Their 
jurisdiction is limited to civil cases in which the amount in dispute 
does not exceed £300. 

116 . Commissioners may imprison for a term not exceeding six 
months or fine up to a maximum of £ 5 0 ; their civil jurisdiction is 
limited to cases where the amount involved does not exceed £100. 

117 . Appeals from the decisions of the Police Magistrates and 
Commissioners lie to the Divisional Court and all criminal cases tried 
by them are reviewed by the Judge of the appropriate Court, who 
has the power to reverse any of their judgments. 

118. The Chief Law Officer and head of the local Bar is the 
Attorney-General who is assisted by a Solicitor-General and three 
Crown Counsel. The Chief Justice may, subject to certain conditions, 
admit as barristers and solicitors of the Supreme Court any; admitted 
barrister or advocate of Great Britain or Ireland and any person who 
may have been admitted as a solicitor in England or Ireland or as 
a law agent to practise in Scotland. Every barrister so admitted is 
entitled to practise as a solicitor as well as a barrister. 

119 . Barristers and solicitors are not allowed to practise before the 
Courts of Ashanti and the Northern Territories. 

120. During the period under review, 72 cases were disposed of 
by the West African Court of Appeal. 328 civil actions were brought 
in the Divisional Courts. The total of appeals is an increase and the 
total of civil actions in the Divisional Courts a considerable 
decrease over those of last year. 

121 . In the superior Courts, there were 131 convictu ns in 
criminal cases which is considerably less than the? average of t h t last 
three years. In the Courts of Summary Jurisdiction, there wore 
24,320 convictions which is 2,419 in excess of the previous year. This 
may largely be attributed to the increase of prosecutions under the 
Public Health and Motor Traffic Ordinances. 

122. Several volumes of Law Reports have been printed and 
copies are obtainable from the Crown Agents for the Colonies. 

POLICE. 

123. The Gold Coast Police are responsible for the policing of 
the Gold Coast Colony, Ashanti, the Northern Territories and 
Togoland under British Mandate. The Headquarters of the Force 
are at Accra with Provincial Headquarters at Koforidua (Eastern 
Province), Cape Coast (Central Province), Sekondi (Western 
Province), Kumasi (Ashanti) and Tamale (Northern Territories). 

124. The European Police Officers are selected for appointment 
by the Secretary of State for the Colonies and the remainder of the 
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personnel, which is African, is recruited locally. The force is 
composed of three branches namely the Escort Police, the General 
Police and the Marine Police. 

125. The Escort Police are illiterate natives mostly of the 
Northern Territories and kindred tribes, and include many old 
soldiers of the Royal West African Frontier Force. This branch of 
the force is armed. The General Police, all of whom are literate or 
partially so and have had a school education, are natives of the Colony 
and Ashanti and are mainly employed with the keeping of criminal 
records, issuing licences, traffic control and other duties which cannot 
be carried out by illiterates, while the Marine Police are recruited 
along the Gold Coast seaboard and are employed on water duties at 
the various ports in co-operation with the Customs Department. 

126. A section of the force is detailed for Railway Police duties 
and a good Band is maintained at Headquarters. 

127. A Police Training Depot near Accra was completed and 
occupied during 1930 and provides facilities for training the African 
personnel of the force on more up-to-date lines than in former years. 

128. Since 1923, the Criminal Investigation Department has filed 
27,500 finger prints and this bureau, which includes photographic 
and other criminal records, now compares favourably with similar 
institutions in other parts of the Empire. 

129. Crime statistics for the year shew no remarkable increase or 
decrease. Stealing in various forms is the prevailing crime in the 
Gold Coast whilst offences under the Motor Traffic Ordinance account 
for a large number of the petty cases brought before the Courts. 

130. Police perform all motor licensing, the registration of 
domestic servants and duties in connection with immigration and the 
registration of aliens. The inspection of weights and measures is 
carried out by police officers. 

PRISONS. 

1 3 1 . The Prisons of the Gold Coast are divided into two classes 
namely, central, or convict prisons, and local, or small out-station 
prisons. There are four of the former and 24 of the latter type. 

132. The convict prisons are supervised by European officers and 
are equipped with workshops. To these institutions are sent all 
persons sentenced to imprisonment exceeding six months. The 
following trades are taught by trained instructors: tailoring, 
carpentry and cabinet-making, shoe-making, cloth and mat weaving, 
string and rope making, masonry, market gardening, farming and 
laundry work. These industries, in addition to producing consider
able revenue, are of reformative value as a considerable number of 
prisoners on discharge become useful members of the community by 
working at the trades they have learnt in prison instead of 
returning to a life of crime, 

CJ 
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133. The local prisons are supervised by District Commissioners 
and are used for the detention of persons sentenced to terms of 
imprisonment not exceeding six months. Their chief form of labour 
is work in connection with sanitation. 

134. Every effort is made to effect the complete segregation of 
various classes of prisoners as far as the construction of the various 
prisons permit. Most of the prisons, however, only allow for 
segregation by night. There are female wards at Accra, Tamale, 
Elmina, Kumasi and Keta. Females at other prisons are temporarily 
accommodated in separate cells under special matrons. There are 
separate wards for debtors at Accra and Tamale. 

135. There is an Institution for the care and reformation of 
Juvenile Offenders at Ada under the control of the Salavation Army. 

136. During the year the daily population of all prisons averaged 
1,826, The total expenditure was approximately £50,600 and the 
total cash revenue approximately £10,500. 

137. The health was particularly good, the average daily number 
on the sick list being only 1.88 per cent. 
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CHAPTER VII.—PUBLIC WORKS. 

138. The most important works completed and in progress during 
the year were as follows :— 

ACCRA. 

1. Accra-Ada Road (No. 135E).—Extension completed up to 
junction with Temma Road, and all bridges and culverts completed 
on Temma-Prampram Section. 

2. Accra Sewerage Scheme (First Section).—Pumping Station 
completed and motors installed. 

3. Korle Lagoon Reclamation Scheme.—Outfall channels com
pleted and a large area of lagoon bed excavated. 

4. Extensions, Accra Electricity Supply.—Conversion of plant 
from Producer Gas to Oil completed. 

5. Prince of Wales College and School, Achimota.—Additional 
low level and high level water tanks completed, and booster pump 
on 6-inch Achimota delivery main installed. Also sewage works 
extended, additional block of teachers' quarters at school built, and 
lightning conductors erected. 

6. Supreme Court.—All reinforced concrete work to ground 
floor level completed. 

7. Twelve bungalows, Accra.—Completed. 

EASTERN PROVINCE. 

8. Koforidua Town Improvements.—Surface Water Drainage 
Scheme continued. 

9. Koforidua, New Post Office.—Completed and occupied by 
Posts and Telegraphs Department. 

10. Nsawam, P.W.D. Offices, Stores and Workshops.—Main 
office and lorry and roller sheds completed. Work in hand on garage 
and cycle shed. 

CENTRAL PROVINCE. 

1 1 . Road 200C, Coastal Road Tarmet Conversion.—Work 
completed on sections from Cape Coast to Elmina, Anyanmaim to 
Saltpond and on deviations: between Abodum and Bobikuma, and 
between Okit»u and Bodwease. 

12. Winneba, African New Hospital.—Completed and occupied 
by Medical Department. 

WESTERN PROVINCE. 

13. Sekondi, Hospital Improvements.—Operating theatre. 
African subordinates' quarters, and conversion of old Senior Medical 
Officer's bungalow to Nurses Quarters completed. 

14. Takoradi, Layout, Roads and Drainage.—Scheme continued. 
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15 . Takoradi, Police Barracks.—Additional Block of Consta
bles Quarters built. 

16. Takoradi, three bungalows'—Completed.-
17. Takoradi, Retaining Wall.—All works in connection with 

this reinforced concrete retaining wall completed. 

ASHANTI. 

18. Consolidation of Roads.—Bridges were built over the Tano 
River on Road A.7 ; over the Pru River on Road A.3 ; and on Road 
A.8 near Nkaseim. 

19. Kumasi Water Supply.—Service reservoir completed. All 
pipes for rising main received but not yet laid. 18 miles of distribu
tion main have been laid. Work on excavation for dam in hand. 

20. Kumasi, Extensions to Electricity Supply*—Additional 
power unit has been received, and is now being installed. 

21 . Kumasi, Post Office Engineering Block.—Completed. 

NORTHERN TERRITORIES. 

22. Road N.T.i Prang-Tamale.—All bridges and culverts to 
Tamale now provided with concrete decks. 

23. Gambaga, Improvement of Cattle Track over Scarp.— 
Completed. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
24. Re-construction and tarring of tarmet roads.—223 miles of 

road have been deaH with under this item. 
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CHAPTER VIH.—PUBLIC HEALTH. 
Medical Services. 

139. Stations.—Medical attendance can be obtained in all the 
principal centres of the Colony, Ashanti, and the Northern Terri
tories. In several places where no Medical Officer is stationed, 
village dispensaries under the supervision of the nearest Medical 
Officer exist, and under a new scheme for training Nurse-Dispensers 
their numbers will be greatly increased within the next few years. 

140. Hospitals.—There are at present seven European General 
Hospitals in the Gold Coast:—Five are in the Colony, one in Ashanti 
and one in the Northern Territories. There are 35 African Hospitals, 
24 in the Colony, six in Ashanti and five in the Northern Territories. 
In addition to these there are several temporary African Hospitals 
which it is hoped to replace eventually by permanent buildings. 

The Gold Coast Hospital in Accra does excellent and steadily 
increasing work and continues to grow in popularity with the native 
community. This Hospital contains 209 beds and 6 cots, and has 
an Out-patient Department which dealt with 14,191 Out-patients. 
There were 3,572 In-patients. The surgical work of the hospital is 
especially heavy, as many as 87 major operations having been 
performed in one month in addition to numerous minor operations. 

The modern Actinotherapy Clinic at the European Hospital, 
Accra, which was installed at the end of last financial year proved 
very popular during the year under review and was in constant use. 

Recently a new Diathermy apparatus was installed and has 
proved most useful 

A thoroughly up-to-date Maternity Hospital in charge of a 
Woman Medical Officer, and containing 22 beds and 15 cots was 
opened at Korle Bu in May, 1928, in the immediate vicinity of the 
Gold Coast Hospital. Out-patient attendances in 1930-31 were 9,968 
Total In-patients amounted to 701. In addition to ante-natal 
obstetrical and post-natal work, the training of midwives and Health 
Visitors is undertaken. 

In connection with the training of the African Dispensing and 
Nursing Staff, a new scheme has been evolved whereby a certain 
number of specially selected Nurses-in-Training will become 
Dispensers with the title of Nurse-Dispensers. A Medical Tutor was 
appointed last year and a very comprehensive syllabus was made out, 
and it is anticipated that the standard of the African Dispensing and 
Nursing Staff will be raised considerably. 

The idea of turning out Nurse-Dispensers is to supply outlying 
villages, which hitherto have had very little medical assistance, with 
Dispensers who will have the necessary knowledge to render first aid 
and prescribe for the more common and simple ailments. They will 
also be of very great assistance to outstations where a Medical Officer 
has, in many cases, only his Dispenser to help him in his clinical 
work-
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141 . Travelling Dispensaries.—In 1928 a motor Travelling 
Dispensary in charge of a Medical Officer commenced to work in the 
Northern Territories and proved an immediate success. Two more 
were added later but shortage of staff necessitated the closing down 
of one. 

142. Leprosy.—New buildings at the Ho Leper Settlement were 
completed and occupied at the ^nd of last financial year. This year 
has, therefore, been one of consolidation rather than of expansion. 
Some of the more intelligent lepers have been trained as dressers and 
this has greatly facilitated the work as it is now possible to dress 
daily the ulcers of over 130 of the inmates. 

Individual Case Cards are being kept and a commencement has 
been made in carrying out examinations for concomitant infections 
with the help of the Research Institute. 

The various trades of weaving, carpentry, shoemaking, wood-
carving and pottery are being carried on in the Settlement. All the 
furniture for the dressing rooms and clinical rooms was made on 
the spot. The inmates also make roads in their settlement and 
recently have made a football ground for themselves. 

They have sufficient work and interests to make them contented, 
the result is that it is possible to keep a very large proportion of them 
for a considerable time under the lengthy and tedious treatment. 

At the end of last year there were 499 lepers remaining and 
105 were admitted during the period under review; 17 were 
discharged clinically and bacteriologically negative. There were two 
deaths and seven ran away. 

Health Services. 
CLIMATE. 

143. The climate of the Gold Coast is on the whole hot and damp 
although rather cooler than that of most tropical countries situated 
within similar latitudes. The mean shade maximum temperature 
recorded during 1930 for three centres in the Colony, Ashanti and 
Northern Territories viz. :—Accra, Kumasi and Tamale was 88.3 0 , 
8 1 . 1 0 and 93 .8 0 respectively and the mean relative humidity 74.6, 
85.7 and 64.6. 

144. The rainfail varies with the configuration of the country, 
being greatest in the thick forest belts. The three centres, Accra, 
Kumasi and Tamale recorded the yearly totals of 28.39 inches, 50.78 
inches and 47.42 inches respectively. 

145. During the months of January and February, the Harmattan, 
a dry north east wind from the Sahura, blows strongly, carrying with 
it clouds of dust and rendering the atmosphere extremely dry. The 
daily range of temperature is greatly increased during this period. 

VITAL STATISTICS. 

146. The officially recognised registration areas for births and 
deaths totalled 30 during 1930, an increase of two over the previous 
year. These areas of course, comprise a very small part of the Gold 
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Coast and available figures should, therefore, be accepted as being 
somewhat crude and incomplete as far as the entire country is 
concerned. 

147. The African population of the Colony, Ashanti and Northern 
Territories during 1930 is estimated by the Principal Registrar of 
Births and Deaths at 2,860,620, an increase of 752 ,159 over the 1921 

•census figure. 
148. In 15 registration areas, with an estimated midyear popula

tion of 2 1 3 , 4 5 4 ; 6 ,511 births were recorded giving a crude birth rate 
of 30.9 in 1929, 

149. The crude death rate for the same areas was 20.4 as 
compared with 19.3 for 1929. 

150. The gross infantile mortality rate for the 30 registration 
areas was 116 , compared with 113 for 28 registration areas for 1929. 

1 5 1 . It is interesting to record in Accra a marked decline in the 
number of deaths in mothers due as the direct result of childbirth. 
These deaths totalled 16, giving a rate of 6.1 per 1,000 recorded 
births. This rate compares very favourably with the 1929 rate, viz., 
14.7 . 

152. The good work of the Accra Maternity Hospital no doubt 
accounts for this improvement. 

153. As usual diseases of the respiratory and digestive systems 
account for the largest number of deaths. 

INFECTIOUS DISEASES. 

154. During the year there were several small outbreaks of 
small-pox, one at Domeabra in the Eastern Province of Ashanti which 
was speedily brought to an end, one in the Western Dagomba 
District of the Northern Territories and' a third in the Kusasi 
District, Northern Territories. 

At the end of the year, cases were still occurring in the Western 
Dagomba and Kusasi Districts. In all 376,668 vaccinations were 
performed. 

155. Two cases of yellow fever occurred during the year, one at 
Cape Coast—a European lady who recovered and the other a fatal 
case in an African at Abosso. 

Intensive anti-mosquito measures were undertaken at Cape Coast 
and Abosso and no further cases occurred. 

INFANT WELFARE AND MATERNITY WORK. 

156. The Infant Welfare movement continues to flourish and now 
five centres are operating, viz., at Accra, Kumasi, Sekondi, Cape 
Coast and Koforidua, the two new clinics at Cape Coast and 
Koforidua being extremely popular. 

Unfortunately the clinic at Christiansborg had to be closed down 
owing to lack of staff, but the Temporary Lady Medical Officer, 
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whose appointment was terminated, continue to operate the clinic in a 
private capacity. 

Ante-natal work continues to increase and the number of women 
delivered in the maternity hospital and in their own homes by 
qualified midwives also show a gratifying increase. 

The maternity hospital in Accra does excellent work particularly 
from a preventive point of view by producing qualified midwives. 

At the end of the year six women were ready to sit for the final 
examination and it is expected that the examination will be held very 
early next year. 

The Gold Coast League of Voluntary Workers for maternity 
and child welfare has given splendid serv.ce during the year. 

GENERAL HEALTH MEASURES. 

157. Further experiments on septic latrines have proved very 
successful at Teshi, Labadi, Cape Coast and Kurnasi and it is hoped 
that the latest type envolved will, when funds permit, replace the 
old insanitary pan type. 

During the year the erection of a forced draught destructor was 
completed on the edge of the Korle Lagoon, Accra. This deals with 
about 70 tons of refuse daily and has proved very successful. 

The work on the retaining wall of Korle Lagoon continued to 
make good progress and the construction of the rising main, for 
collecting and pumping surface water from the main drains in Accra 
into the sea was practically completed by the end of the year. 

VILLAGE SANITATION AND WATER SUPPLIES. 

158. Although much good work has been done in village sanita
tion, including new lay-outs and water supplies, it is regrettable that 
the financial situation of the Colony has not permitted the 
continuance of last year's progress. 

Good progress was made during the year on the new Kumasi 
and Tamale Water Supplies and village water supplies were com
pleted in some 14 Ashanti villages. 
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CHAPTER IX.—EDUCATION, 
159. Education in the Gold Coast is voluntary and mainly in the 

hands of the Government and various missionary bodies. Of these the 
most important are the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Mission, the 
English Church Mission, the Ewe Presbyterian Church, the Presbyte
rian Church, the Roman Catholic Mission (Vicariate Apostolic of the 
Gold Coast), the Roman Catholic Mission (Vicariate Apostolic of the 
Lower Volta), and the Wesleyan Mission. 

160. Non-Government schools are officially recognised as of two 
kinds, assisted and non-assisted. An assisted school is one which 
has attained a certain standard of efficiency and receives a Govern
ment grant, while a non-assisted school receives no grant, generally 
because of the low standard of the work and the unsuitability of the 
staff, buildings and equipment. 

1 6 1 . Grants are awarded on general efficiency. Up to the end of 
December, 1930 they were calculated as a percentage of the expen
diture on the actual salaries paid to teachers, but from 1931 onwards 
they will be calculated upon an approved minimum scale. 

162. As education in the Colony and Ashanti is quite different from 
that in the Northern Territories and is controlled by a separate 
Ordinance the report on the Protectorate is dealt with in a separate 
section. Achimota also forms the subject of a separate section. 

THE COLONY AND ASHANTI, 

163. In the Colony and Ashanti there are 19 Government primary 
schools having an enrolment of 4,320 boys and 1,232 girls with a 
total average attendance of 5,367. 

Four of these schools are in the Western Province, three in the 
Central Province, seven in the Eastern Province and five in Ashanti. 
These schools are entirely supported and equipped from Government 
funds, and the staffs are wholly African. The total number of 
Government teachers during 1930 was 280 of whom 230 were 
employed in primary schools and 41 in the Technical and Trade 
Schools. Two were lent to a Chief's School at Beyin and two to 
Achimota whilst five were employed as visiting teachers. 

164. The number of mission assisted schools in the Colony and 
Ashanti during 1930 was 3 1 1 ; the number of known non-assisted 
schools being 259. 

The African Methodist Episcopal Zion Mission had seven 
assisted schools, the Ewe Presbyterian Church 69, the English 
Church Mission 16, the Presbyterian Church 1 1 1 , the Roman Catholic 
Mission (Vicariate Apostolic of the Gold Coast) 22, the Roman 
Catholic Mission (Vicariate Apostolic of the Lower Volta) 23, and the 
Wesleyan Mission 58. In addition there is an assisted school of the 
International Faith Tabernacle in the Trans-Volta, a Mohammedan 
School at Saltpond, a Seventh Day Adventist School at Agona 
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(Ashanti) and two undenominational schools in the Eastern Province 
at Accra. 

165. In the primary schools, the subjects of instruction include 
speaking, reading and writing in the vernacular and English, 
arithmetic, object lessons, singing, games and physical exercises, 
lessons on the duties and rights of an African citizen, drawing, nature 
study, hygiene, handwork and domestic work for girls. The form 
which the handwork takes depends on the locality. In urban schools 
woodwork and simple metalwork are favoured, while in rural schools 
gardening, mat-weaving, basket-making,* brush-making, netting, 
etc., are mainly taught. In girls' schools increasing provision is being 
made for domestic science and child welfare. Th* great reluctance 
shown by parents in certain districts towards the education of their 
girls is dying out, and there is an increasing demand for female 
education. Three new Mission boarding schools for girls, each 
under European control, have recently been opened, whilst another 
is in course of erection. At present there are 13 schools in the 
Colony devoted solely to the education of girls. In addition, girls 
attend the ordinary primary schools and where possible receive 
special instruction in needlework and other domestic subjects. 

166. There are only two secondary schools in the Colony, namely, 
Mfantsipim of the Wesleyan Mission, and St. Nicholas' Grammar 
School of the English Church Mission. Both of these schools are 
in Cape Coast. They are partly boarding schools and partly day 
schools and are always full. The curriculum is based mainly on the 
requirements of the Cambridge School Certificate. 

167. For technical education, which is entirely in the hands of the 
Government, there is an increasing demand. The Accra Technical 
School provides a three years' course (practical and theoretical) in 
engineering and woodwork. This is the only school of its kind in 
the Colony, and the demand for admission is very great. 

168. To provide a more elementary form of technical education 
three junior trade schools exist. In December, 1930 there were 298 
pupils in residence at these schools, of whom 139 were being trained 
in woodwork, 80 in masonry, 10 in agriculture and 69 in metalwork. 
The time devoted to literary subjects in these schools is one-third of 
that spent in practical work. Specially promising pupils are given 
the opportunity of completing their technical training at the Technical 
School, Accra. The object of these trade schools is to provide a 
preliminary training for boys who desire to become skilled artisans, 
but during the course of this training the development of character 
and of a sense of responsibility in the individual takes a prominent 
place. 

169. During the year there were five training colleges for male 
teachers and one for female teachers in the Colony. In the former 
there were 502 teachers in training but only 12 in the latter which 
was opened in 1929. In addition the Roman Catholic Mission 
.(Vicariate Apostolic of the Lower Volta) has just opened a college 
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at Bla for the training of teachers who will undergo a special two 
years' course to fit them for teaching in Rural Schools which that 
mission intends to establish there. The Prince of Wales College 
and School, Achimota, which is no longer a Government Institution, 
trains teachers for Government, Missions and undenominational 
bodies, whilst the Presbyterian Training College at Akropong, 
Wesley College, Kumasi, the Training College of the Roman Catholic 
Mission (Vicariate Apostolic of the Gold Coast) at Amisano, the 
English Church Mission Training College at Cape Coast, all for men, 
and the Training College of the Roman Catholic Mission (Vicariate 
Apostolic of the Gold Coast) for women teachers at Cape Coast train 
teachers for their own missions only. Training is free so far as the 
students are concerned, but each, before being admitted, signs a bond 
to teach for at least five years in a Government or assisted school. For 
the teachers trained in the Prince of Wales College, Achimota, 
Government pays the fees. Government also pays grants towards 
the upkeep of the Mission Training Institutions. All training 
Colleges are inspected by officers of the Education Department. 

170. Africans are slowly beginning to realise that their education 
is not complete when they leave the primary school and that, if they 
are to be successful in their careers, further training is necessary. 
Evening classes at which literary and technical subjects were taught 
were opened in 1930 with some success despite the lack of support 
given to similar classes in the past. 

1 7 1 . Games, especially Association Football, continue to be popu
lar. Jlockey is played regularly at some of the schools, but cricket is 
not so popular, possibly on account of the expense of maintaining the 
necessary equipment; it is, however, encouraged in all Government 
Schools. 

172. Girls, who attend schools in ever increasing numbers, are also 
becoming keener on games. Hockey, tennis, net ball and badminton 
are some of the games played. 

173. In addition to the activities of the Education Department and 
other definitely educational bodies a number of Government Depart
ments and the Gold Coast Regiment maintain schools to meet their 
special needs. 

THE NORTHERN TERRITORIES. 

174. The Northern Territories of the Gold Coast present educa
tional problems differing widely from those of the Colony and Ashanti. 
For this reason it was considered necessary at one time to maintain 
a separate department for the control of education in that Protecto
rate, and, although the departments have been amalgamated, a special 
Education Ordinance applies to the Northern Territories. 

175. Crafts are the basis upon which the system of primary educa
tion is founded. During the past year there has been a noticeable 
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improvement in the craft ability and keenness of the teachers, in the 
aptitude of the pupils, and in the local practical interest in the work 
of the schools. 

176. There are Government boarding schools at Tamale, Wa, 
Gambaga and Salaga. Except at Tamale, where there are only 
boarders, these schools are also attended by day scholars. There is 
a Government Junior Trade School at Tamale organised on similar 
lines to the trade schools in the Colony and Ashanti. A class for 
Mallams exists at Salaga and a number of non-commissioned officers 
and men of the Gold Coast Regiment receive instruction in the 
Tamale school. 

177 . The White Fathers' Mission has schools at Navrongo and 
Bolgatanga, which since January, 1929, have received Government 
assistance. Sisters of this Mission have started a Kindergarten 
school for girls at Navrongo with an enrolment of 30 girls, and 
instruction is given to 52 others in lace-making and other handwork. 

178. The Roman Catholic Mission in the Trans-Volta area has an 
assisted school at Kete Krachi. 

179. Ordinary school crafts are raffia work, mat making, rope 
making and rough carpentry. At Gambaga sheep-skins are dressed 
and dyed by native processes for use in leather work of various kinds. 
Cotton, grown on the school farm at Gambaga, is spun, woven and 
made into garments of the kind locally worn. Agriculture is taught at 
all schools and, with the approval of the sanitary authorities and of 
the householders themselves, improvements are effected in the local 
housing conditions. 

Interest in the schools and appreciation of the education provided 
is increasing rapidly among parents and the local Chiefs and people. 

180. The number of children in the Northern Territories Govern
ment schools during 1930, excluding the Trade School, was 472. Only 
27 of these were girls. At the Junior Trade School, Tamale, there 
were 50 pupils. 

181 . It is as yet too early to expect appreciable results from educa
tional work in the Northern Territories, but sound beginnings have 
been made and progress is satisfactory. 

PRINCE OF WALES COLLEGE AND SCHOOL, ACHIMOTA. 

182. This institution aims at the provision of a continuous course 
of kindergarten, primary, secondary and university education for both 
boys and girls. It includes a training department for students who 
will become teachers. 

183. The courses now available in the university section arc as 
follows : London Arts, Science and Engineering, (intermediate and 
degree); London First Medical Examination. 
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184. The numbers at the beginning of 1931 did not represent the 
expected increase but are approximately the same as last year, i.e.— 

Kindergarten 47 
Lower Primary 
Upper Primary 
Secondary School 
Training College (boys)... 
Teacher Students (girls) 
University 
Handicrafts Course 

88 
t°5 
78 

142 
*5 
5 
1 

481 

Of the above total 103 were girls. 

185. On the first of April, 1930, the College came under the 
control of the newly constituted Council.* 

186. Progress has be..n made with the work of laying cut the 
grounds and playing fields, and the farm and land are increasingly 
used for practical teaching purposes. 

187. The library has grown considerably and increasing use, both 
inside and outside the College, is being made of it. It is well 
patronized by Teachers in Government and Mission Schools. 

*Sce Ordinance 10 of 1930 summarised under Chapter XI1. 
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CHAPTER X.—LAND AND SURVEYS. 
Land. 

188. The cardinal principle adopted by Government in framing its 
land policy is that all land in the Colony belongs, or did originally 
belong, to the native and that all land has an owner. That it is not 
easy to translate this theory into practice is evidenced by the number 
of lawsuits relating to the boundaries of land that annually come 
before the courts for decision. 

189. A more detailed account of the native system of land tenure 
and the divisions recognised by Native Customary Lav.* will be found 
on pages 136 to 139 of the Gold Coast Handbook (1928 Edition). 

190. When land is required for public purposes, Government has 
power under the existing law compulsorily to acquire it upon payment 
of compensation. Reference was made last year to legislation passed 
to simplify and accelerate the process of acquisition. A year's 
experience has justified the changes then introduced, and acquisitions 
can now be completed with greater speed and safety, though claimants 
still have full opportunity of having their claims decided by the 
Supreme Court. 

191 . When land is required by persons or companies for mining, 
agricultural, or arboricultural purposes, it is necessary in certain 
cases to proceed under the Concessions Ordinance, which empowers 
the Court to impose such conditions upon the tenants as may seem 
desirable and just in the interest of the native land owners. 

192. When land is required merely for building and such purposes, 
it is usual to acquire it in accordance with English conveyancing 
practice. The cost of land is heavy but varies a great deal according 
to locality. 

193. During the year the appointment of Commissioner of Lands 
was filled, but on the resignation of one of the Surveyors and Inspec
tors of Lands the vacancy was, for reasons of economy, not filled. 
This rendered it impossible to carry out as much demarcation of 
Government lands as had been hoped. 

194. However, during the year perusal and collection of old 
records was continued and key plans showing Government lands at 
four further towns were completed. Those for six more are in hand. 

195. The Record Draughtsmen have now taken over from the 
Survey Department all reproduction of plans for acquisitions and other 
transactions in which Government is interested. 

The proposal that the Lands Department should take over the 
Registry of Deeds has been abandoned. 

Surveys. 
197. In the Survey Department the Printing Branch has been kept 

fully employed not only with the purely departmental work of printing 
maps and plans surveyed and made by the department itself but there 
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has also been the usual demand for special work from other depart
ments and 178 different maps, plans and diagrams have been printed 
for them. The purely departmental work has involved the production 
of the new Wall Map of West Africa, scale 1/1,500,000, which was 
completed in June, 1930, and the usual number of field sheets, 
standard sheets and town plans. 

198. The Cadastral Branch has also had a busy year. There were 
many acquisition surveys and in some cases these were preceded by 
troublesome proprietary surveys made to ascertain the owners of the 
land and their exact claims. Surveys in connection with town lay
outs and improvements continued to take up a good deal of the time 
of the Provincial Survey Sections while town surveys of Asamangkese 
(commenced last year), Begoro, Duakwa, Half Assini, Konongo, 
Agogo and Tamale were completed departmentally, other town 
surveys still in hand at the end of the year being Beyin, Atwabo and 
Akim Swedru. The Special Town Survey Party completed town 
surveys of Anwiawso, Sefwi Bekwai, Saltpond, Agona Swedru and 
also made a complete revision of those sheets of the Kumasi Town 
Survey that cover the denser parts of the town where development 
during the last few years has been greatest. Unfortunately, financial 
considerations have led to the retrenchment of this party at the end 
of last season. 

199. The Forest Reserves Boundary Survey Party has also been 
retrenched but, before it was disbanded, had completed surveys of 
Bosomoa, Kajeasi, Kwekaru, Kwesi Anyinima, Pompo Headwaters, 
Jade Bepo and Kade Bepo Forest Reserves, of which the first four 
were in hand but not completed at the end of last year. 

200. There has been a fair amount of Concession Survey work 
going on during the year. This work is done by licensed surveyors 
and checked by the Department. 

201. The Topographical Branch completed surveys of the Afram 
and the western portion of the Ho standard sheets which were in 
hand at the end of the previous year. It then moved south to under
take revision work in the Eastern and Central Provinces. 

202. Good progress was made on the survey of the main frame
work. A base line was measured at Kratchi and the observation of 
two thirds of the new chain of triangulation between Akuse and Kete 
Krachi was completed. A considerable amount of breaking down 
of the primary control by secondary work was done in some of the 
provinces and at Headquarters the whole network of precise traverses 
surveyed during the last few years in the southern portion of the 
Colony was finally checked and adjusted. 

203. In the Survey School no new pupils were taken in but work 
with existing classes was continuous, five different classes having been 
in training at one time or another during the year. 
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Geological Survey. 

204. Field work during the year included detailed geological map
ping of (a) portion of the Obuasi district and the lower levels of the 
Ashanti Goldfields Corporation mine at Obuasi, (b) the diamondi-
ferous areas af the Birim and Western Akim districts, (c) the Insuta 
manganese deposits, (d) the auriferous conglomerates (banket) and 
associated beds from Aboso to the Central Province Railway at 
Damang; and fairly detailed mapping of (e) the Anum-Kpeve area, 
(/) the district west of the Sefwi Bekwai and Yenahin bauxite 
deposits, and (g) the country east of a line joining Saltpond and 
Oda, as far as the meridian of Accra. A fairly detailed investigation 
of the geology of the area between Tarkwa and Axim was commenced 
towards the end of the year. This work will include an examination 
of the manganiferous iron ores south of Prestea, and the occurrences 
of gold and diamonds. 

205. Visits were made to Kumasi and Tamale for the purpose of 
giving geological advice regarding the schemes for the water supplies 
of those towns, and the suggested sites for a dam for the Koforidua 
water supply were examined and a site which, from the geological 
standpoint, appears to be much more favourable than the others was 
found in the Okume valley. 

206. The underground workings of the Abbontiakoon and Kotra 
Verchy mines were examined at the request of the company operating 
these mines. 

207. About three hundredweights of loose boulders of chromite 
were found in an area of serpentine near Anum, but an attempt to find 
the source of the chromite was unsuccessful. Two samples of the 
chromite were assayed by the Imperial Institute and found to contain 
37.80 per cent and 27.48 per cent of chromic oxide (Cr|0; l

f), 
respectively. The Imperial Institute reported that the sample 
containing 37.8 per cent Cr 2O T 1 showed peculiarities in chemical 
behaviour similar to those exhibited by a sample of " chromate of 
iron " submitted to them by a commercial firm. " Chromate of 
iron " is said to be*a natural product which sells at a higher price 
than ordinary chromite (chromite containing 40 per cent Cr$o 3 is 
valued at about 50s. to 55s. per ton c.i.f. U.K. ports at present). 
Samples of the Anum chromite have been submitted to the firm in 
question for testing, and further work will be done in the Anum-Kpeve 
area in 1931. 

208. The work on the diamondiferous areas of the Western Akim 
and Birim Districts is not quite completed. The geological mapping 
has been done in much greater detail than usual and a careful study 
has been made of the distribution and mode of occurrence of the 
diamonds. The diamonds are closely associated with belts of green 
schists (metamorphosed basic igneous lavas, etc.) and there is little 
doubt that the diamonds are of quite local origin. It is interesting 
to note that the rocks in that part of the Tarkwa district where 
diamonds have recently been found are somewhat similar to the rocks 
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of the area worked for diamonds, and they appear to occur on the 
same geological horizon. Incidentally the first diamond recorded 
from the Tarkwa district was found by the Geological Survey in 1922. 

209. Bulletin No. 5 " References to Occurrences of Economic 
Minerals in the Gold Coast, recorded in Annual Reports of the 
Director, Geological Survey " was published during the year, 
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CHAPTER XL—LABOUR. 

210. All over the Gold Coast may be found in large numbers 
illiterate labourers who have been attracted from the French territory 
to the north by the prospect of good work and wages. These, with 
the natives of the Northern Territories who have been led to travel 
southward by the same inducements, form the bulk of the unskilled 
labour supply. As workers they are reliable and strong and fairly 
adaptable without being conspicuous for intelligence ; they are chosen 
for preference by European employers on most works involving 
manual labour. Wages average is. 3d. per day for men, and is. for 
women and boys. 

2 1 1 . The work on the farms and native buildings is done mainly by 
the owners and their families. Immigrant labourers are also 
employed, however, especially in gathering cacao. 

212. The demand for labour, both skilled and unskilled, was 
considerable throughout the year but there has been no appreciable 
lack of it. The wages of skilled artizans are from 3s. 6d. to 5s. a 
day in the Government departments, such as the Public Works and 
Railway Departments, which employ these men. It is possible, 
however, for the best of them to become leading artizans or road 
overseers, and to earn as much as 10s. a day. 

213 . Carpenters, blacksmiths, masons and other artizans are 
trained by the various Government and Mission institutions and as 
apprentices in the Governments departments. The supply of skilled 
labour thus released has so far been readily absorbed. 
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CHAPTER XII.—MISCELLANEOUS. 
Legislation. 

(This section deals with the calendar year 1930.) 

GOLD COAST COLONY. 

214. Twenty-six Ordinances were passed of which the most 
important are as follows :— 

No. 9 of 1930.—The Medical Practitioners and Dentists Registra
tion Amendment Ordinance, 1930 empowers the Registrar of Medical 
Practitioners to issue to any missionary possessing satisfactory medical 
qualifications a licence to practise medicine, surgery and midwifery. 
The effect of this Ordinance is to permit skilled medical missionaries 
whose qualifications do not entitle them to be registered under the 
principal Ordinance to practise as if they were actually registered 
save that they are not entitled to accept any fee or reward though 
the missionary body to which the licensee belongs is permitted to 
make reasonable charges for their services. 

No. 10 of 1930.—The Achimota College and School Ordinance, 
1930 is intituled an Ordinance to make provision for the control 
administration and working of the Prince of Wales College and 
School, Achimota. It separates these educational establishments from 
Government administration and vests the entire control and superin
tendence over their general policy and property in a .Council 
constituted partly of official and partly of unofficial members, some of 
whom are European and some of whom are African. The Council 
is incorporated and has power to acquire hold and dispose of movable 
and immovable property. The Principal is to be appointed by the 
Governor with the approval of the Secretary of State, but the Council 
is entitled to make recommendations in that behalf. Other members 
of the staff whose annual pensionable emoluments exceed two hundred 
pounds a year are to be appointed by the Governor on the nomination 
of the Principal, those whose pensionable emoluments do not exceed 
that figure are to be appointed by the Principal. Suitable provision 
is made for the securing of pensions to the staff and for the regular 
inspection of the establishments by four inspectors appointed by the 
Governor. The duty is imposed upon the Council to submit to the 
Legislative Council of the Colony a report upon the working of the 
College and School at the expiry of three years from the commence
ment of the Ordinance. 

No. 14 of 1930.--The Mosquitoes Amendment Ordinance, 1930 
enables the Health Authorities to adopt the same measures in respect 
to the search for and destruction of mosquito larvae in ships and other 
vessels as they have in respect to houses, and thus remedies a serious 
omission in the law. 

No. 16 of 1930.—The Gin and Geneva (Restriction of Importa
tion) Ordinance 1930 gives effect to certain of the recommendations 
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of a Commission appointed in 1929 to inquire into the consumption 
of spirits in the Gold Coast territories which has been alleged to be 
excessive. The Ordinance schemes to abolish the importation of gin 
and geneva in ten years by reducing the importation each year by ten 
per cent of the quantity imported in the previous year. Importation 
is to be allowed only by permit granted in conformity with the plan 
of gradual reduction and no permit is to be issued to any person who 
was not an importer in 1929. 

No. 17 of 1930.—The Liquor Traffic Amendment Ordinance, 
1930 also gives effect to certain recommendations of the Liquor 
Commission by prohibiting the importation of brandy, rum and 
whisky the cost of which is below a certain figure. 

No. 18 of 1930.—The Liquor Licences (Spirits) Amendment 
Ordinance, 1930 also gives effect to certain recommendations of the 
Liquor Commission by imposing further restrictions on the sale of 
spirits. The principal Ordinance compelled every person who sold 
spirits for profit to take out a licence. The amending Ordinance 
compels a licence to be taken out whether the sale is for profit or not. 
Further restrictions are imposed in respect of the days and hours 
during which restaurants may be opened for the sale of spirits ; and 
spirits may not be conveyed on a motor lorry unless waybills have 
been made out giving particulars as to the consignor, the consignee, 
the description and quantity of the spirits conveyed, the place where 
the spirits were loaded and their destination. 

No. 20 of 1930.—The Reaffirmation of the Abolition of Slavery 
Ordinance, 1930 declares and enacts that slavery in any form 
whatsoever is unlawful and the legal status of slavery does not exist. 
Although slavery was abolished many years ago in the Colony and 
any dealing in slaves or any pawning of persons or any attempt to 
enforce the physical incidents of slavery is severely punishable, doubts 
have been expressed as to whether the legal status of slavery did not 
in fact exist. It was considered desirable to put an end to these 
doubts. The Ordinance, it should be observed, does not purport to 
abolish the legal status of slavery but reaffirms its non-existence. 

No. 21 of 1930.—The Census Ordinance, 1930 enables the 
Governor in Council to direct a census of persons and livestock to be 
taken at any time and prescribes the method of taking the census. 
Hitherto an Ordinance ad hoc has been enacted whenever it was 
proposed to take a census. 

No. 26 of 1930.—-The Criminal Procedure Amendment Ordi
nance, 1930 gives legislative authority to the practice prevailing in 
Courts of Summary Jurisdiction of joining more charges than one in 
criminal trials in circumstances where it is lawful to effect this joinder 
in trials at Assizes. 
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ASHANTI. 

215. Ten Ordinances were enacted of which the only ones which 
are noteworthy are :— 

No. 9 of 1930.—The Census Ordinance, 1930 and 

No. 10 of 1930.—The Reaffirmation of the Abolition of Slavery 
Ordinance, 1930 which are identical in terms with and effect the same 
purposes as the respective Colony Ordinances bearing the same titles. 

NORTHERN TERRITORIES. 

216. Seven Ordinances were enacted of which the only ones which 
are noteworthy are :— 

No. 5 of 1930,—The Cens\s Ordinance, 1930 and 
No. 6 of 1930.—The Reaffirmation of the Abolition of Slavery 

Ordinance, 1930 which are identical in terms with and effect the same 
purposes as .he respective Colony Ordinances bearing the same titles. 

TOGOLAND UNDER BRITISH MANDATE. 

217. Five Ordinances were passed, three of which are of 
importance, namely :— 

No. 1 of 1930.—The Administration Amendment Ordinance, 
1930. This Ordinance defines the jurisdiction exercisable in the 
Southern Section by the tribunal of a Head Chief and the tribunal of 
a Chief in civil disputes relating to land. Provision is made for 
appeals from these tribunals to the District Commissioner's Court, 
thence to the West African Court of Appeal. In any land dispute 
between Head Chiefs or Chiefs belonging to different divisions the 
District Commissioner's Court has jurisdiction with an appeal there
from to the Provincial Commissioner's Court and thence to the West 
African Court of Appeal. The employment of legal practitioners in 
any cause or matter brought before a native tribunal or before a 
District Commissioner's Court or a Provincial Commissioner's Court 
as above is prohibited. 

No. 2 of 1930.—The Process Extension (Gold Coast Colony 
Tribunals) Ordinance, 1930 enables civil process issuing out of native 
tribunals in the Gold Coast Colony to be executed in the Southern 
Section. 

No. 4 0/ 1930.—The Census Ordinance, 1930 is identical in terms 
with and effects the same purpose as the Census Ordinance, 1930 
of the Gold Coast Colony. 

IMPERIAL INSTITUTE. 
Gold Coast Court. 

PUBLIC EXHIBITION GALLERIES. 

218. Photographic negatives of a number of subjects have been 
received from the Director of Agriculture, and from these enlarge
ments of suitable subjects have been made for the showcases, also 
fourteen carbon transparencies for the windows. 
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219. New samples of rubber and coffee have been received from 
the Director of Agriculture to replace deteriorated exhibits, and the 
sisal exhibit has been withdrawn. 

220. Loans of photographic negatives have also been made by 
Mr. Guy Eden, C.M.G., and Mr. St. Barbe Baker. 

221. The collection of Gold Coast pictures by Mr. Spenser Pryse 
was hung in the Court on the occasion of the Government Reception 
to the delegates to the Imperial Economic Conference which was held 
in the Exhibition Galleries on 8th October: 

222. Samples of Gold Coast products have been distributed to 
schools for use in school museums, also literature and postcards 
relating to the Gold Coast. 

223. The public attendance in the galleries during the year was 
608,886, an increase of over 200,000, as compared with the previous 
year. 
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APPENDIX A. 
List of .certain Publications, prices thereof and where they may be 

obtained. 

Publication. 

PERIODICAL. 

Address by the Governor on the Estimates 
•Blue Book ... 
Civil Service List 
•Departmental Annual Reports (Bound) 
•Gold Coast Gazette :— 

(Twelve months) 
(Bound—Half Yearly) 
Trade Supplement (Yearly) ... 

•Gold Coast Review ... per volume 
Legislative Council Debates. per session 
Trade Report . (Yearly) 

OTHER PUBLICATIONS. 

Ashanti (Rattray) ... ... 
Birds of Tropical West Africa Vol, I 
Customs Import and Export Lists 
Customs Tariff and Customs House Guide 
Forest Officer's Handbook of the Gold 

Coast 
•Gold Coast Handbook (1928) 
Laws of the Gold Coast Colony, Ashanti, 

Northern Territories and British 
Sphere of Togoland. 

Calf Bound 5 Volumes 
Cloth Bound 5 Volumes 
Annual Volume 

Subsidiary Legislation. Annual Volume 
Supplement to the Gold Coast Laws. 

Parts I and II ... ... each. 
Motor Traffic Regulations and Road 

Guide . . . ... ... .*. ... 
Plants of the Gold Coast (Irvine) 

Price. 

£ s. d. 
0 I 0 
0 0 
0 i 6 
T 0 0 

2 0 0 
I 0 0 
0 10 0 
0 2 0 
0 10 6 
0 7 6 

I 5 0 
I 2 6 
0 2 0 
0 3 0 

0 2 6 
0 7 6 

8 8 0 
6 6 0 
0 10 6 
0 10 6 

0 10 6 

0 0 6 
0 5 0 

The above publications may be obtained from the Government Printing Office 
(Publications Branch), Accra, Gold Coast. 

•May also be obtained from the Crown Agents for the Colonies, 4, Millbank, 
London, S.W.L 

A complete list of publications may be obtained from the Government Printing 
Office (Publications (Branch), Accra. Gold Coast-
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APPENDIX B. 

Survey Publications. 
(PRINCIPAL PUBLICATIONS ONLY). 

Description. 

Price. 

On Linen ! T , _ 

Layered Maps 

Standard Maps 

1 : 250,000 or nearly four miles to one 
inch 4/- 2/-

The height of the ground is 
indicated by different 
colours. 

1: 125,000 or nearly two miles to one 
inch 4/- 2/-

Topographical Maps 1 : 62,600 

Town Plans 1 : 6,250 

Town Plans 

Road Map .. 

General Map 

1 : 1,250 

1:500,000 

or nearly one mile to one 
inch 

One plan for each town. 
Accra, Koforidua, Ku
masi, Keta, Sekondi, 
Cape Coast, Axim, Tar
kwa, Dunkwa 

of several of the largest 
towns in the Colony 

For the number of plans to 
each town, see Maps 
Catalogue obtainable 
from all Agents, Sur
vey Department and 
Government Printer. 

Southern Section of the 
Colony 

1: 1,000,000 Complete map of the Gold 
Coast 

4./-

8/. 

8/-

8/-

2/-

4/-

2/-

4/-

4/-

Wall Map of West Africa 1 : 1,500,000. 
Size 100 x 50 inches. Mounted on cloth and rollers 

Atlas of the Gold Coast. Contains 24 maps and graphs 
School Map Book , 

£ s. d. 
1 10 0 
0 5 0 
0 0 9 
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Agents for the sale of Maps. 

THE GOLD COAST. 

The Wesleyan Methodist Book Depot, 
Accra, Kumasi and Sekondi. 

The United Africa Company, Limited, 
Advertising and Agencies Department, Accra 

NIGERIA. 

The C.M.S. Bookshop, Lagos. 
(Agents for the Wall Map of West Africa only.) 

GREAT BRITAIN. 

Edward Stanford, Limited, 
12-14, Long Acre, London, W.C.2. 

Sifton Praed & Co., Ltd., 
67, St. James Street, London, S .W. i . 

Philip, Son & Nephew, 
20, Church Street, Liverpool. 

J. E. Cornish, Limited, 
16, St. Ann's Square, Manchester. 

W. & A. K. Johnston, Limited, 
Easter Road, Edinburgh. 

All maps are obtainable from The Surveyor-General, Canton
ments, Accra, Gold Coast, to whom all inquiries should be addressed. 
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Reports, etc., of Imperial and Colonial Interest 

IMPERIAL ECONOMIC CONFERENCE AT OTTAWA* 1932. 
Summary of Proceedings and Copies of Trade Agreements. [Cmd. 4174] 

la. 64. (la. 84.). 
Appendices to the Summary of Proceedings. [Cmd. 4175] 3a. (3*. 34.). 

COLONIAL OFFICE CONFERENCE, 1930. 
Summary of Pioeeedings. [Cmd. 3628.) 2a. (2a. 2d.). 
Appendices to the Summary of Proceedings. [Cmd. 3629.] 3a. (3a. 34.). 

CONFERENCE OP EMPIRE SURVEY OFFICERS, 1931. 
Report of Proceedings. [Ooioaial No. 70.] $1 (£1 0a. 94.). 

SYSTEM OF APPOINTMENT IN THE COLONIAL OFFICE AND IN THE 
COLONIAL SERVICES. 
Report of a Committee appointed by the Secretary of State for the 

Coloniea. [Cmd. 3554.] la. (la. 14.). 
TANGANYIKA TERRITORY. 

Bejport by Sir Sydney Armitage-fimith, KJB.H, C.B., on a Ifinanoi&l 
Mission to. N- [Cmd. 4182.] 2a. 64. (2a. 84.). 

MALAYA, CEYLON, AND JAVA. 
Report by the ftt. Hon* W. Q. A. Ormsby Gore on his visit during the 

yea* 1928. . £ ^ 
PAPERS RELATING TO THE HEALTH AND PROGRESS OF NATIVE 

roWLATIONS m C E R M I H T P A K T S 1 OF THE E M P I R E / 
[Colonial H* (to*M.).-

CUSTOMS TARIFFS OF THE NON-SEI,F^OVERNING COLONIES, 
PROTECTORATES, MANDATED TERRITORIES, e}c 

(Cploiual No. *2J 5a. 84. (5a. 114.). 
HONG KONG CURRENCY. 

Report of a Commission appointed by the Secretary of State for the 
Colonies, May, 193J. (Cmd. 3932.] fa. (la. 2d.). 

CLOSER UNION IN EAST AFRICA, Joint Select Committee on. H.C. 156. 
Vol. I.—Report and Proceedings ... la. 64. (la. 84.). 
Vol. II.—Minutes of Evidence... ... £110a. (£110a. 94.). V 
Vol. III.—Appendices ... 4a. 64. (4a, 114.). 

CONSTITUTION OP CEYLON. [Cmd. 3862.] la. 64. (la. 84.). 
INFORMATION AS TO THE CONDITION AND COST OF LIVING IN 

THE COLQNIES, PROTECTORATES AND MANDATED TERRITORIES. 
- , [Colonial No. 56.] 3s. (3a. 34.). 

FINANCIAL SITUATION OF BRITISH QUI ANA. 
Report of a Commission appointed by the Secretary of State for the 

Colonies. - [Cmd. 3938.] la. (la. 24.). 
MALTA ROYAL COMMISSION, 1931. 

Report. [Cmd. 3993.] 3a. 64. (3a. 114.). 
Minutes of Evidence [Colonial No. 68.] 5a. (5a. 94.). 

'IRAQ. 
Special Report by H.BM. Government to the Council of the League of 

Nations on the Progress of, during the period 1920-1931. 
0 [Colonial No, 68.] 5a. 6<iV (5a. 114.). 

Report m the Administration of, 1931. [Colonial No. 74.] 4a. 64. (4a, 84.). 
REPORT BY H.B.M. GOVERNMENT TO THE COUNCIL OF THE 

LEAGUE OF NATIONS ON THE ADMINISTRATION OF PALESTINE 
ANP TRANS-JORDAN FOR THE YEAR 1931. 

[Colonial No. 75.] 8a. (8a. 44.).' 

AU prices are net* and (host in pannihues include postage. 

Obtainable ironvtha Sale Officesof 

HIS MAJESTY'S STATIONERY OFFICE, 
At Addresses shown on the Front Cover, or through any BookieUer. 
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